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Abstract
Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) are a promising soft actuator technology for robotics.
Adding robotic functionalities—folding, variable stiffness, and adhesion—into their actuator
design is a novel method to create functionalized robots with simpliﬁed actuator conﬁgura-
tions. We ﬁrst propose a foldable actuator that has a simple antagonistic DEA conﬁguration
allowing bidirectional actuation and passive folding. To prove the concept, a foldable elevon
actuator with outline size of 70 mm × 130 mm is developed with a performance speciﬁcation
matched to a 400 mm wingspan micro air vehicle (MAV) of mass 130 g. The developed actuator
exhibits actuation angles up to ± 26 ◦ and a torque of 2720 mN·mm in good agreement with
a prediction model. During a ﬂight, two of these integrated elevon actuators well controlled
the MAV, as proven by a strong correlation of 0.7 between the control signal and the MAV mo-
tion. We next propose a variable stiffness actuator consisting of a pre-stretched DEA bonded
on a low-melting-point alloy (LMPA) embedded silicone substrate. The phase of the LMPA
changes between liquid and solid enabling variable stiffness of the structure, between soft and
rigid states, while the DEA generates a bending actuation. A proof-of-concept actuator with
dimension 40 mm length × 10 mm width × 1 mm thickness and a mass of 1 g is fabricated and
characterized. Actuation is observed up to 47.5 ◦ angle and yielding up to 2.4 mN of force in
the soft state. The stiffness in the rigid state is ∼90 × larger than an actuator without LMPA.
We develop a two-ﬁnger gripper in which the actuators act as the ﬁngers. The rigid state
allows picking up an object mass of 11 g (108 mN), to be picked up even though the actuated
grasping force is only 2.4 mN. We ﬁnally propose an electroadhesion actuator that has a DEA
design simultaneously maximizing electroadhesion and electrostatic actuation, while allowing
self-sensing by employing an interdigitated electrode geometry. The concept is validated
through development of a two-ﬁnger soft gripper, and experimental samples are characterized
to address an optimal design. We observe that the proposed DEA design generates 10 × larger
electroadhesion force compared to a conventional DEA design, equating to a gripper with a
high holding force (3.5 N shear force for 1 cm2) yet a low grasping force (1 mN). These features
make the developed simple gripper to handle a wide range of challenging objects such as
highly-deformable water balloons (35.6 g), ﬂat paper (0.8 g), and a raw chicken egg (60.9 g),
with its lightweight (1.5 g) and fast movement (100 ms to close ﬁngers). The results in this
thesis address the creation of the functionalized robots and expanding the use of DEAs in
robotics.
Key words: dielectric elastomer actuators, functional actuators, robotics, soft robotics,
aerial robots, grippers, folding, variable stiffness, adhesion
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Résumé
Les actionneurs élastomères diélectriques (DEAs) sont une technologie prometteuse d’ac-
tionneurs souples pour la robotique. L’ajout de fonctionnalités telles que le pliage, la rigidité
variable, et l’adhérence dans la conception de ces actionneurs est une nouvelle façon des
créer des robots qui mène à des conﬁgurations simpliﬁées d’actionneurs. Tout d’abord, nous
proposons un actionneur pliable qui a une simple conﬁguration DEA antagoniste permettant
un actionnement bidirectionnel et un pliage passif. Pour prouver le concept, un actionneur
d’élevon pliable avec une taille extérieur de 70 mm × 130 mm est développé avec une spéciﬁ-
cation de performance adaptée à un micro véhicule aérien (MAV) de 400 mm d’envergure et
d’une masse de 130 g. L’actionneur développé permet un angle d’actionnement jusqu’à ± 26 ◦
et un couple allant jusqu’à 2720 mN·mm en bon accord avec un modèle de prédiction. Lors
d’un vol, deux de ces actionneurs intégrés d’élevons contrôlaient le MAV, comme le prouva
une forte corrélation de 0.7 entre le signal de commande et le mouvement du MAV. Nous
proposons ensuite un actionneur à rigidité variable constitué d’un DEA pré-étiré collé sur
un alliage à faible point de fusion (LMPA) dans un substrat de silicone. Un actionneur pour
prouver le concept est fabriqué et caractérisé avec des dimensions de 40 mm de longueur ×
10 mm de largeur × 1 mm d’épaisseur et une masse de 1 g. L’actionnement a été observée
jusqu’à 47.5 ◦ d’angle et donnant jusqu’à 2.4 mN de force dans l’état souple. A l’état rigide,
la rigidité était 90× plus grand qu’un actionneur sans LMPA. Nous développons une pince
robotique à deux doigts dans laquelle les actionneurs agissent comme les doigts. L’état rigide
permet de un soulever un objet d’une masse de 11 g (108 mN) même si la force de serrage de
l’actionnement est seulement de 2.4 mN. Enﬁn, nous proposons un actionneur électro-adhésif
qui a une conception DEA maximisant simultanément l’électro-adhésion et l’actionnement
électrostatique, tout en permettant une auto-détection. Le concept est prouvé par le déve-
loppement d’un préhenseur souple à deux doigts, et des échantillons expérimentaux sont
caractérisés pour avoir une conception optimale. Nous observons que la conception DEA
proposé génère une force d’électro-adhésion 10× plus grand par rapport à une conception
DEA conventionnelle, ce qui équivaut à une pince robotique avec une force de maintien
élevée (3.5 N de force de cisaillement pour 1 cm2) même si la force de préhension est encore
faible (1 mN). Ces caractéristiques permettent à la simple pince robotique de manipuler une
large gamme d’objets difﬁciles. Les résultats de cette thèse portent sur la création de robots
fonctionnalisés et l’expansion de l’utilisation de DEAs en robotique.
Mots clefs : actionneurs élastomères diélectriques, actionneurs fonctionnels, robotique,
robotique souple, robots aériens, pinces robotique, pliage, raideur variable, adhérence
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1 Introduction
Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) are a promising soft actuator technology for robotics.
Their natural muscle like characteristics such as high compliance and large actuation strain
encourages applying the technology to robots, and could make them bio-inspired and adapt-
able to human and unstructured environments. High energy density (or speciﬁc power) and
efﬁciency are expected to enable lightweight, compact mobile robots with extended activity
time. Fast response allows operation of those applications in a wide speed range, and smart
characteristics such as self-sensing capability could lead to highly integrated systems. The
structure of DEAs is simple, and with the high compliance, this feature could make actuation
mechanisms and robots mechanically robust against shocks and over loads, compared to
conventional approach that consists of rigid parts such as motors, gears, and linkages. The
structural simplicity of DEAs has enabled their implementation to actuator conﬁgurations in
many different ways, and accelerated developments.
Actuator conﬁguration is essential for most of DEAs. Because DEAs are thin and compliant,
a tailored conﬁguration is necessary to output mechanical actuation that is effectively oriented,
and/or to achieve required high stress (or force) where many DEA layers are stacked, as usually
DEAs generate low stress. While most of the developed conﬁgurations have design only to
perform an actuation, a novel approach is to add robotic functionalities into the actuator
design, which contributes to enhance robot characteristics and performances while avoiding
complexity.
Three representative robotic functionalities are considered: folding, variable stiffness, and
adhesion. Folding functionality makes robots to reconﬁgure their shape [197]. Such foldable
robots can self-assemble to automate their fabrication [212], and change their feature size or
volume, so that compact for improving portability [231], or decreasing drag of a deployable
wing in jump-glide transition [230]. The foldability also allows robots to perform different
locomotion strategies adapted to environments [229]. Variable stiffness (or controllable
stiffness) functionality enables safe human-robot interaction in conventional robots using
electromagnetic motors and the rigid parts, by giving variable mechanical impedance [1]. In
robotic systems based on soft actuators, variable stiffness functionality changes the elastic
modulus of the structure, and is expected to allow the robots to exert intentional forces to
environments, and withstand external loads while keeping their structural shape that usually
passively deforms [255, 268]. An example of application is grippers, where the object (i.e.,
1
Chapter 1. Introduction
external load) heavier than the actuated grasping force can be held by stiffened ﬁngers. Here,
the essential effect of variable stiffness is alternating the high holding force, and minimizes
the actuation force required to grasp the object. Adhesion functionality yields an attractive
force at the interface between robots and external objects. Gecko-inspired robots and crawler
robots are a good example [302, 297]. The presence of the adhesion force unleashes terrestrial
robot from gravity constraint to move around vertical wall and ceiling. The adhesion also
makes grippers to hold the object with minimized grasping force by relying on shear friction
force [305, 299], which may allow the devices to handle for example sensitive objects.
In general, equivalent characteristics and performances of the functionalized robots de-
scribed above may be achieved by additive strategies, without any specialized DEA conﬁg-
urations. For example, foldable robots could be constructed using actuators with a usual
conﬁguration and additional mechanisms enabling folding like joints. Desired holding force of
grippers could be achieved by stacking many DEA layers. However, those additive applications
and actuator conﬁgurations may be bulky, resulting in difﬁculty and complexity on designing
(e.g., shape and size) and fabrication. Adding functionalities directly to the actuator design
simpliﬁes the conﬁgurations therefore their applications. Obviously, an intrinsically foldable
actuator does not require the additional mechanisms for folding. As previously mentioned,
variable stiffness and electroadhesion allow to minimize the actuated grasping force while en-
suring a high holding force. This functional feature allows DEA conﬁgurations with simpliﬁed
form, because the same force provided from many DEA layers could be achieved by a few or a
single layer.
Actuators with the three robotic functionalities—folding, variable stiffness, and adhesion—
will expand the use of DEAs in robotics as a method to create the functionalized robots
with simpliﬁed actuator conﬁgurations. This thesis is to investigate functional soft robotic
actuators based on DEAs through the development of three actuators corresponding to each
functionality. An actuator should address its practical use for real application. For every
actuator, we propose, fabricate, characterize, and test in a speciﬁc application.
2
1.1. Contributions
1.1 Contributions
This thesis builds on the ﬁeld of DEAs.
• Chapter 2 reviews and discusses on the state of the art of soft actuator technologies. The
technologies considered are shape memory alloys, pneumatic elastomeric actuators,
ionic polymer-metal composites, and DEAs.
• Chapter 3 reviews the operating principles of DEAs and discusses the state of the art.
• Chapter 4 develops an actuator with folding functionality. State of the art of folding
functionality in robotics is reviewed and discussed. The actuator concept is validated
through development of a ﬁxed wing micro air vehicle (MAV), in which two folding
actuators are used as elevons. Concept, an analytical model, and fabrication of the
actuator are described. Actuation characteristics of the fabricated elevon actuator
such as displacement and torque are reported and discussed. MAV design, system,
and control strategy are detailed. Evaluation result of the actuator in terms of the
controllability of the MAV during a ﬂight is reported and discussed. Potential robotic
applications based on the developed technology is also discussed.
• Chapter 5 develops an actuator with integrated variable stiffness functionality. State
of the art of variable stiffness functionality for soft robotics is reviewed and discussed.
Concept, working principle, and fabrication of the actuator are described. Actuation
characteristics of the fabricated actuator such as stroke, force, their repeatability, and
stiffness (spring constant) are reported and discussed. A two-ﬁnger gripper developed
for demonstration of a practical use of the actuator is detailed, and evaluation result on
handling of an object is reported. Potential robotic applications based on the developed
technology is discussed.
• Chapter 6 develops an actuator with electroadhesion functionality. The actuator con-
cept is validated through development of a two-ﬁnger soft gripper. State of the art of
robotic grippers focused on their versatility, and electroadhesion and other adhesion
technologies are reviewed and discussed. Concept and working principle of the actuator
are described. Fabrication of experimental samples and the gripper is detailed. Active
characteristics of the experimental samples such as local and total electroadhesion
forces, stroke, mechanical force are reported and discussed. The developed gripper is
detailed, and evaluation result on handling objects of different types is reported and
discussed. Potential robotic applications based on the developed technology is also
discussed.
• Chapter 7 concludes all the results and addresses future work.
3

2 Soft Actuator Technologies
This chapter reviews and discusses on the state of the art of soft actuator technologies. A
number of actuators exist, but most of robotic applications are based on three soft actuator
technologies: shape memory alloys (SMAs), pneumatic elastomeric actuators, and electroac-
tive polymers (EAPs). SMAs recover their original shape from a plastic deformation in response
to a thermal stimulus. There are also shape memory polymers (SMPs) that have similar char-
acteristics. However, SMPs are not employed for primary actuation of robotic systems. They
are used as a variable stiffness mechanism [267] and the one-time folding of some robotic
structures [212]. Pneumatic elastomeric actuators change their shape or size in response to
ﬂuidic pressure. EAPs are polymers that exhibit deformations in response to an electric stimu-
lus. The deformations result from coulomb forces, electric ﬁelds, or relocation of ions. Two
categories exist for EAPs: ionic EAPs and electronic EAPs. Ionic EAPs such as ionic polymer-
metal composites (IPMCs), as well as electronic EAPs such as dielectric elastomer actuators
(DEAs) are the primary EAPs that have been used for robotic applications. Consequently, other
EAPs such as conducting polymers, ionic polymer gels, piezoelectric polymers, electrostrictive
polymers, and liquid-crystal elastomers will be omitted from further discussion.
2.1 Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs)
Shape memory alloys (SMAs) [2] work by transformation of their crystal structure in response
to temperature. At low temperature, they have a martensitic structure that changes to an
austenite structure at high temperature. When the alloy is deformed at low temperature, the
material returns to its original shape upon heating (Figure 2.1). This phenomenon is called
the shape memory effect, and can be used as a form of actuation.
SMAs exhibit high stress (e.g., 230 MPa [4]) with substantial strains up to 5 % [4]. Nickel
titanium (NiTi) is the most commonly used alloy in this type of actuator. NiTi alloys have a high
elastic modulus (28-41 GPa for martensite, and 83 GPa for austenite [6]). However, as shown
in Figure 2.2(a), when it is formed into a spring with a wire diameter of 25-500 μm, SMAs can
provide compliance and a large actuation strain (e.g., 50 % linear contraction reported [7]).
Behavior of the SMA spring is shown in Figure 2.1. NiTi alloys are conductive, allowing direct
Joule-heating, and they are also biocompatible. The response speed is relatively slow (∼10 Hz)
due to the thermally-activated phase change, and there is hysteresis across actuation cycles.
SMAs can be driven with low voltage, but they require high current and provide low efﬁciency.
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Figure 2.1 – Working mechanism of SMAs, adopted from [3]. Top row shows crystal structure of
the material at different states. (a) Undeformed SMA spring at low temperature in martensite
state. (b) Deformed SMA spring at low temperature in martensite state. (c) SMA apring at high
temperature in austenite state.
The thermoelastic behavior of SMAs may also be affected by the external environment. In
addition, SMAs have self-sensing capability [5].
SMAs have been widely applied in robotic applications from an underwater walker [8] to a
miniature ﬂying robot [9]. Many bio-inspired robots have been developed. They are mimicking
the motions of inchworms [10, 11], ﬁsh [12], octopus-arms [13], jellyﬁsh [14], manta rays [15],
turtles [16], and bat-wings [17]. Figure 2.2(b) shows an inchworm robot consisting of a mesh
tube surrounded by an SMA spring. The compliance of the spring shows a resistance to
external shock. Figure 2.2(c) is a jellyﬁsh robot. SMAs are integrated in the silicone-based
bell. The high actuation stress of the actuator enables jumping [18], even from the water’s
surface [19]. The small size of SMAs allows their implementation in millimeter-scale robots
[217], low-proﬁle robots [220], and endoscopes [20] as well as manipulation devices such as a
robotic hand [21].
2.2 Pneumatic Elastomeric Actuators
Pneumatic artiﬁcial muscles [38] (PAMs, also known as McKibben artiﬁcial muscles) linearly
contract like human muscle when pressurized due to the radial change of an inextensible
mesh surrounding a rubber inner bladder. Recently, a new class of pneumatic actuators, pneu-
matic elastomeric actuators, have been developed. This type of actuator has a homogeneous
silicone matrix with embedded chambers (PneuNets [315]), a paper origami structure [201],
or reinforcing ﬁbers [39]. Depending on their structural conﬁguration, different actuation
behaviors can be achieved, such as bending, contraction, and extension. Figure 2.3 shows
the working mechanism of PneuNets actuators. The actuator is often combined with an
6
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Figure 2.2 – Soft actuator technologies and their robotic applications. (a) An SMA spring
actuator (NiTi) [7]. (b) An inchworm robot using an SMA spring actuator [11]. The robot
consists of a mesh tube surrounded by the actuator, and it exhibits resistance to external
shock. (c) A jellyﬁsh robot using SMA [14]. (d) A pneumatic elastomeric actuator showing
bending motion [315]. The actuator shown here is the ﬁnger of a 9 cm diameter gripper.
(e) A legged robot using a pneumatic elastomeric actuator [326] (∼15 cm long). The robot is
able to crawl through a narrow gap by changing its gait pattern. (f) An untethered ﬁsh robot
using pneumatic elastomeric actuators [46]. (g) An IPMC actuator exhibiting bending motion
(applied voltage 3 V) [26]. (h) An untethered ﬁsh robot using an IPMC actuator. The actuator
is placed in the root of the tail [28].
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Figure 2.3 – Working mechanism of a pneumatic elastomeric actuator (PneuNets). Pressuring
the structure inﬂates the chambers anisotropically, leading to a bending motion.
inextensible, ﬂexible substrate. When pressured with ﬂuid (mostly air), the chambers inﬂate,
resulting in an anisotropic bending motion. Figure 2.2(d) shows a real PneuNets actuator
exhibiting bending motion [315].
Pneumatic elastomeric actuators can be formed with varied geometries and materials,
and their actuation characteristics change from one type to another with driving pressure.
It is difﬁcult to have representative characteristics for comparison with other soft actuator
technologies. However, pneumatic elastomeric actuators exhibit high compliance (∼1 MPa
elastic modulus) and force (e.g., 7 N at 414 kPa [39]), large actuation strokes (e.g., over 200 ◦
bending angle at 150-350 kPa [39]), and fast movements (50 ms to bend circular from a linear
shape at 345 kPa [40]). The use of elastomers should result in a wide thermal tolerance (-100 to
250 ◦C in silicone [99]). One setback to this actuation technology is the need of compressors,
pumps, and air cylinders. They are big, leading to a bulky untethered structure, hindering
mobility and the miniaturization of such robots. Pneumatic elastomeric actuators do not
have self-sensing capability as the structure is a homogeneous silicone matrix. However, they
can exhibit color change (camouﬂage) capability by injecting colored ﬂuids into embedded
channels [41]. It has been reported that the actuators are resistant to puncture and self-seal
when combined with a ﬁbrous material (e.g., Kevlar); however, the mechanism is not yet fully
understood [42].
To date, several robots using pneumatic actuators have been demonstrated. Figure 2.2(e)
is a legged robot that can perform different gait patterns by inﬂating certain combinations
of body parts [326]. Changing the gait pattern enables it to go through narrow gaps. A
larger version of this robot has been made untethered, equipped with a compressor and
controller [44]. There have also been untethered systems such as a rolling robot using a series
of pneumatic bending actuators [45], and a bio-inspired ﬁsh robot that can perform escape
maneuvers in addition to forward swimming (Figure 2.2(f) [46]). Meanwhile, manipulation
devices have been developed, such as, grippers [315], a dexterous hand [317], a discrete robotic
arm [47], and tentacles [48]. The same technology has also been applied on a glove for hand
rehabilitation [49].
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2.3 Ionic Polymer-Metal Composites (IPMCs)
Ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMCs) [22] consist of an electrolyte-swollen polymer mem-
brane (thickness 100-300 μm) sandwiched between two thin metallic layers. Figure 2.4 shows
the working mechanism of IPMCs. The polymer is negatively charged and balanced by added
mobile cations. When a voltage bias is applied to the electrodes, the cations relocate towards
the cathode side. The relocation results in swelling the negative side of the membrane, causing
a bending motion of the entire structure toward the positive side. Figure 2.2(g) shows the
bending motion of an IPMC actuator.
IPMCs are compliant and are able to provide large bending strokes with low actuation
voltages. Encapsulation enhances actuation performance in dry environments [23]. However,
their response speed is slow (e.g., an IPMC actuator took 3.5 minutes to achieve ∼270 deg of
bending angle [26], Figure 2.2(h)), and their actuation characteristics exhibit hysteresis. More-
over, the output stress and the efﬁciency are low. Their slow motion makes them unsuitable to
be applied to devices that require fast movements. IPMCs are capable of self-sensing [24] and
energy harvesting [25].
The inherent need of water for IPMCs has accelerated their use in underwater robots.
Researchers have demonstrated bio-inspired robots mimicking a sea-snake [27], ﬁshes (caudal
ﬁn prop. [28], pectoral ﬁn prop. [29]), manta ray [30], turtle [31], and jellyﬁshes [32, 33]
(Figure 2.2(h)). Figure 2.2(g) shows an untethered ﬁsh robot where IPMCs are integrated into
the root of the tail. Not conﬁned to aquatic environments, terrestrial IPMC robots have been
developed. Examples include worm-like [34] and deformable robots [35] that can crawl on the
ground, as well as grippers [36, 37].
2.4 Dielectric Elastomer Actuators (DEAs)
Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) are reviewed and discussed in detail in Chapter 3. A DEA
consists of an elastomer membrane sandwiched between two compliant electrodes. Applying
a voltage creates opposing charges on the electrodes. These charges attract each other and
squeeze the elastomer membrane, resulting in thickness reduction and area expansion.
DEAs have high compliance (∼1 MPa elastic modulus), large actuation strokes (up to 85 %
of linear strain on a silicone elastomer [92]), fast response speeds (response time less than
200 μs [101]), and theoretically high electromechanical efﬁciency (maximum 90 % [102]).
In a silicone elastomer, the hysteresis in a cycle is relatively small due to low viscoelasticity
[100]. In addition, a silicone elastomer also has a wide thermal tolerance (-100 to 250 ◦C [99]).
When carefully insulated, DEAs are able to work in an underwater environment [189], and are
expected to be used in space [318]. However, DEAs usually generate low stresses, and a high
voltage is necessary for driving them (typically a few kV), which requires the use of DC/DC
converters. Recent developments suggest solutions to these problems. stacking methods
(Section 3.5) can be used to improve the actuation stress. Commercially available miniaturized
DC/DC converters (e.g., EMCO Q series [55], weight 4.25 g, volume 2.05 cm3) improve the
mobility of robots and their miniaturization.
DEAs have self-sensing capability [50]. Depending on the conﬁguration, they can possess
further capabilities, such as, self-healing [53], switching [51], energy harvesting [52], and color
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Figure 2.4 –Workingmechanismof IPMCs, adopted from [99]. Applying a voltage bias relocates
mobile cations toward the cathode side, causing the cathode side to swell and leading to a
bending motion.
change [54]. The simple structure of DEAs has exploited a number of actuator conﬁgurations,
and a wide range of robotic applications. Those are reviewed and discussed in detail in
Chapter 3.
2.5 Concluding Remarks
Compared to other soft actuator technologies, DEAs are fast, potentially efﬁcient, and exhibit
small hysteresis and comparable or larger actuation strain. DEAs have weaknesses such as low
stress and the need of high actuation voltages. However, recent developments show solutions
to these problems. Small power sources can improve the mobility of DEA-based robots, and
support their miniaturization. DEAs are able to work under dry and underwater environments
at wide temperature ranges, and can be potentially used in space. They are also able to exhibit
more smart capability than the others. Numerous existing actuator conﬁgurations and robotic
applications prove that DEAs can be applied to many different desired actuator concepts and
applications.
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3 Dielectric Elastomer Actuators
This chapter reviews the operating principles of dielectric elastomer actuators and discusses
the state of the art.
3.1 Actuation Principle
Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) are a class of electroactive polymers (EAPs) [102, 195,
196]. While electrically induced deformation of a solid material was discovered in the late 18th
century [56], the current working principles of DEAs were established in the late 1990s [294].
A DEA consists of an elastomer membrane sandwiched between two compliant electrodes,
forming a soft capacitor as represented in Figure 3.1. When a voltage is applied (typically
a few kV), opposing charges are induced on the electrodes. The opposite charges create
an electric ﬁeld inside the elastomer membrane in the direction normal to the surface, and
their attraction generate an electrostatic pressure. This electrostatic pressure, known as the
Maxwell stress, compresses the elastomer membrane, resulting in electrostatic actuation: a
reduction in thickness, and an expansion in area. The Maxwell stress expresses the most
fundamental equation that characterizes DEA actuation [294]. Let us assume that the DEA
shown in Figure 3.1 is an elastomer with ideal electrodes (with no effect on the actuation, and
their presence can be ignored), and that it is a closed thermodynamic system. The ﬁrst law of
thermodynamics is stated as [57]
dU = δQ−δW, (3.1)
where δQ is the amount of heat added to the system, and δW is the work done by the system.
The actuation of DEAs is an adiabatic process, and the Maxwell pressure p performs work on
the elastomer through the surface A to result in a change in thickness of dz. Therefore,
δQ = 0, (3.2)
and,
δW =−pAdz. (3.3)
By substituting Equations 3.2 and 3.3 into Equation 3.1, we obtain
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Figure 3.1 – Working principle of DEAs. A DEA consists of an elastomer membrane sandwiched
between two compliant electrodes. Applying a voltage induces opposing charges on the
electrodes, which generate an electrostatic pressure from the electric ﬁeld in the direction
normal to the surface. The electrostatic pressure squeezes the elastomer membrane, resulting
in electrostatic actuation in the form of thickness reduction and area expansion.
dU = pAdz,
∴ p = dU
Adz
.
(3.4)
The electrostatic energy of the elastomer forming a soft capacitor subject to an applied
voltage V is
U = 1
2
CV 2 = 1
2
ε0εr
A
z
V 2, (3.5)
whereC is the capacitance, ε0 the permittivity of free space, εr the relative permittivity of the
elastomer, and z is the thickness of the elastomer. The change in the electrostatic energy dU
is given as the total differentiation ofU with respect to z and A
dU = ∂U
∂z
dz+ ∂U
∂A
dA. (3.6)
Elastomers are known as an incompressible material (their Poisson’s ratio is very close or equal
to 0.5). This means the volume of the elastomer Vol is constant regardless of deformations
Vol = x0y0z0 = xyz = Az = constant, (3.7)
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where x and y are the lateral lengths of the elastomer, x0 and y0 are their initial length, and z0
is the initial thickness. From Equation 3.7, we ﬁnd
dA
A
=−dz
z
. (3.8)
Equation 3.8 represents an area expansion resulting in a thickness reduction. From this
equation, Equation 3.6 becomes
dU =
(
−1
2
ε0εr
A
z
V 2
)
dz+
(
−1
2
ε0εr
A
z
V 2
)
dz =−ε0εr A
z
V 2dz. (3.9)
Substituting Equation 3.9 into Equation 3.4, we ﬁnd
p =−ε0εrV
2
z2
=−ε0εrE2, (3.10)
where E =V /z is the electric ﬁeld. Since the Maxwell stress is in the compressive direction,
the sign is negative.
Equation 3.10 shows that the Maxwell stress of DEAs is twice the magnitude of the electro-
static stress generated between two rigid parallel electrodes. This is due to the fact that the
electrodes are expandable, which contributes as dA in the second term in Equation 3.6 [294].
Equation 3.10 suggests that the Maxwell stress is proportional to the square of the electric ﬁeld,
and relative permittivity εr. For DEAs, usually elastomers with an εr between 2 and 5 are used.
DEA elastomers have a thickness typically several tens of microns before the application of an
actuation voltage, which leads to high electric ﬁelds of 50-400 V/μm [233]. The literature has
shown that εr can be increased when elastomers are chemically modiﬁed by adding grafting
dipoles [58, 59, 60], ﬁllers [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68], encapsulating ﬁllers [61], and interpenetrating
polymer networks with two or more polymers [62].
The Maxwell stress leads to deformation of the elastomer in the thickness and the lateral
directions. The Maxwell stress (Equation 3.10) can be equalized with the mechanical stress in
the thickness direction following from Hooke’s law:
−ε0εrE2 = Y sz ,
∴ sz =−ε0εrV
2
Y z2
,
(3.11)
where sz is the strain in the thickness direction, and Y is the elastic modulus (Young’s modulus)
of the elastomer. Under free boundary conditions, based on sz , strains in the lateral directions
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sx and sy are given with consideration of the incompressibility:
x0(1+ sx)y0(1+ sy )z0(1+ sz)=Vol ,
(1+ sx)(1+ sy )(1+ sz)= 1,
∴ sx = sy = (1+ sz)−
1
2 −1.
(3.12)
For small strains less than 10%, z in Equation 3.11 can be approximated as the initial thickness
z0. However, in many cases the strain of DEAs is larger than 10%. In this case, a more precise
form of Equation 3.11 has to be used, that is
sz =− ε0εrV
2
Y z02(1+ sz)2
,
(z = z0(1+ sz)).
(3.13)
Equation 3.13 leads to the solution
sz =−2
3
+ 1
3
(
f (sz0)+ 1
f (sz0)
)
,
f (sz0)=
⎡
⎣2+27sz0+
{−4+ (2+27sz0)2} 12
2
⎤
⎦
1
3
,
sz0 =−ε0εrV
2
Y z02
,
(3.14)
where sz takes on a real value. A sample calculation [69] shows that the small strain approxi-
mation (Equation 3.11 with z = z0) gives an acceptable value of up to -6 %, suggesting the use
of Equation 3.13 for higher strains. The model also predicts the pull-in instability for strains
lower than -33 %, which triggers electrical breakdown. The pull-in instability occurs when the
increasing electric ﬁeld thins the elastomer, which in turn increases the electric ﬁeld. This
positive feedback loop drastically increases the local electric ﬁeld beyond the breakdown ﬁeld
[70, 71].
Equation 3.13 assumes that the elastic modulus Y is constant, but in practice elastomers
exhibit hyperelastic, non-linear stress-strain behavior. There are several hyperelastic models
that describe the stress-strain behavior of elastomers: Neo-Hookean [330], Mooney-Rivlin
[73, 74], Ogden [72], Yeoh [240], Arruda-Boyce [75], and Gent [76] (their comparison can be
seen in [77, 78]). In these hyperelastic models, the strains of elastomers are represented as the
stretch ratios. The stretch ratio is deﬁned as the ratio between the length of a deformed line
element and its initial length.
λx = x
x0
, λy = y
y0
, λz = z
z0
, (3.15)
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where λx , λy , and λz are the stretch ratios in the lateral directions and thickness direction,
respectively. These stretch ratios are related to the strains deﬁned in Equation 3.12:
λx = 1+ sx , λy = 1+ sy , λz = 1+ sz . (3.16)
The incompressibility of the elastomer is then expressed as
λxλyλz = 1. (3.17)
DEA actuation mechanisms have been discussed based on the hyperelastic models of Neo-
Hookean [82, 79, 80], Mooney-Rivlin [81, 82, 83], Ogden [82, 84, 83], Yeoh [83, 85, 86], Arruda-
Boyce [87, 97, 98], and Gent [239, 88, 234, 92].
3.2 Pre-stretch
Stretching elastomers prior to their actuation is called pre-stretch. To date, most DEA devices
have pre-stretch. Pre-stretch thins the elastomer, improving actuation performance (i.e., the
Maxwell stress) as suggested in Equation 3.10 in Section 3.1. Other than that, the advantages of
pre-stretching elastomers are: (1) it increases breakdown strength, (2) it suppresses the pull-in
instability, and (3) it can create a preferred direction of actuation strain. Higher breakdown
strength and suppression of the pull-in instability drastically improve actuation performance
of DEAs. Researchers have observed that pre-stretch signiﬁcantly increases breakdown ﬁeld,
for example, from 18 to 218 V/μm with 500% × 500% biaxial pre-stretch in acrylic elastomers
[90], and from 100 to 250 V/μm with 275% × 275% biaxial pre-stretch in silicone elastomers
[92]. The mechanism behind the increase in breakdown strength is however not yet fully
understood.
When subjected to a pre-stretch, the elastic modulus of the elastomer increases. This
stiffening shifts the stress-strain behavior of the elastomer, improving resistance to the pull-in
instability. As a result, the actuation strain of the elastomer can be beyond the strain where the
instability occurs [91, 239, 87]. It should be mentioned that in principle stiffening elastomers
leads to lower actuation strain at a given applied voltage as can be seen in Equation 3.13 in
Section 3.1. This suggests (1) pre-stretch may not be preferred for low actuation strain, and
(2) there is an optimal pre-stretch to maximize actuation strain [87, 92, 88]. Additionally, the
stiffening improves mechanical efﬁciency and response speed of elastomers [93], regardless of
the slight reduction in relative permittivity that can occur with pre-stretch [94].
Pre-stretch is also important for deﬁning the orientation of actuation strain. It has been
shown that DEAs tend to produce greater actuation strain in the direction perpendicular to
pre-stretch [233, 92]. This characteristic is effective when actuation in a preferred direction is
necessary (e.g., a bending actuator [157] or a cell stretcher [96]). The potential disadvantage
of pre-stretch is the need for a frame or other semi-rigid structure to keep the elastomer in
tension. This added complexity leads to a reduction in the total performance of the DEA
device such as work density and power to mass ratio [195].
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3.3 Dielectric Elastomers
Elastomers used for DEAs include acrylics, silicones, ﬂuoroelastomers, polyurethane, polybu-
tadiene, and polyisoprene [81, 233], in which acrylics and silicones are the two most commonly
used. The most common acrylic elastomer in use is VHB, a commercially available adhesive
product (3M VHB4905/4910, Figure 3.2(a)) that have been used for most of acrylic elastomer
based DEAs. VHBs generate large actuation strains, and since they are available in rolls, there
is no need to pre-fabricate the elastomer, and DEA device production can be easy and fast.
However, their limited choice of available thicknesses (0.5 mm and 1.0 mm) prevents the
selection of preferred combinations of pre-stretch and thickness. In addition, the high vis-
coelasticity of VHB acrylics lowers response speed and reliability, and their narrow thermal
tolerance (-10 to 90 ◦C [99]) may limit its application in some environments [102, 243, 100].
Silicone elastomers, on the other hand, exhibit a high response speed [243] (response time
less than 200 μs [101]), have low viscoelasticity, and a wide thermal tolerance [102, 100] (-100
to 250 ◦C [99]), although their actuation strains are relatively small. There are many products
in this class of elastomers, which differ in terms of material properties such as elastic modulus,
viscoelasticity, maximum strain, and relative permittivity. They are usually supplied in the
non-polymerized liquid state (Figure 3.2(b)(i)), allowing for casting of the elastomers at the
desired thickness.
Their liquid state also allows modiﬁcation of material properties such as relative permit-
tivity (by adding ﬁller, described in Section 3.1) and elastic modulus (curing temperature
[308, 103] or amount of solution [104]). These features of silicone elastomers encourage the
development of fast and reliable DEA applications with a wide array of elastomer charac-
teristics. In this thesis, silicone elastomers are used for fabrication of DEAs. As shown in
Figure 3.2(b)(ii-iv), the elastomer is mixed with a curing agent (depending on the type of
elastomer, a solvent is also mixed), and the mixture is blade-casted on a ﬁlm substrate using a
variable gap applicator which is moved with a ﬁlm applicator coater. After curing, silicone
elastomers with desired thicknesses are fabricated.
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Figure 3.2 – Available products of acrylic and silicone elastomers. (a) 3M VHB4905 acrylic
elastomer. The elastomer is provided as a rolled sheet. (b)(i) A silicone elastomer (Dow Corning
Sylgard 184). The elastomer is provided as liquid silicone in a pot (left). For polymerization, a
curing agent is mixed (right). (ii) The elastomer is mixed with the agent (depending on type
of elastomer, solvent is also mixed), and the solution is placed on a ﬁlm substrate. (iii) The
solution is blade-casted using a variable gap applicator and a ﬁlm applicator coater. (iv) After
curing, a silicone elastomer with desired thickness is fabricated. The picture is adopted from
[126].
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3.4 Electrodes
In DEAs, electrodes serve to hold charges, but they may also exhibit passive characteristics.
This means that the electrode stiffness may contribute a resistance to the actuation of DEAs.
The mechanical resistance of the electrodes depends on the stiffness and dimension (in most
cases the thickness) of the electrodes, where the desired electrical conductivity of the elec-
trodes often determines the minimum required thickness. Therefore, ideal electrodes should
be compliant, thin, and electrically conductive as much as possible [294]. The electrodes
should also be able to be patterned to accurate dimensions. In addition, mechanical and
electrical stability over time, a high number of attainable actuation cycles, and resistance to
the external environment (e.g., light, temperature, humidity, physical damage, etc.) are im-
portant electrode characteristics to sustain reliable actuation performance over the duration
of applied use. Interestingly, DEAs can be activated without electrodes by spraying charges
directly to the elastomer membrane surface [105]. However, removal of the charges from the
elastomer surface is difﬁcult. The use of electrodes make DEAs easier to be operated with
faster charging and discharging.
Two main categories exist for DEA electrodes: metallic based electrodes and carbon based
electrodes [106]. Inmetallic based electrodes, awidely usedmethod is to form thinmetal layers.
However, metallic layers signiﬁcantly lower the actuation strain due to their elastic modulus
several orders of magnitude higher than that of elastomers. Cracks created during actuation
lowers the conductivity, and can limit the actuation strain to only 2-3% [107]. Metallic layers
can be more stretchable when formed in a buckling shape [108] or corrugated shape [109, 110,
111], although strain is still small (up to 23 % [108] and 33 % [109] before the electrode loses
conductivity or breaks). Metallic wires with zig-zag or horseshoe shapes make the electrode
stretchable by up to 80 % strain before losing conductivity [81]. In this case an additional
low conductivity layer is necessary to distribute charges on the elastomer surface, adding
complexity to the DEA structure.
Another method of producing metallic based electrodes is to "shoot" metallic particles
into elastomers. In this approach, implanted metallic clusters are formed in the several tens of
nanometers below the elastomer surface. This technology is called ﬁltered cathodic vacuum
arc [107] and supersonic cluster beam implantation [112]. It has been shown that electrodes
based on this method achieve large strain before losing conductivity (175 % [107] and 100 %
[112]). Also, the impact on the stiffness is low; a 25 μm-thick elastomer membrane with elastic
modulus of 1 MPa showed 100 % relative increase after the implantation [107]. However,
this method requires plasma generation in a vacuum environment, leading to the need of
a customized setup. Pumping time could make fabrication slow, and chamber size limits
the size of the DEA. These constraints also lead to a difﬁculty for producing a large number
of samples in a reasonable time. A bigger setup may solve the problem, but would bring
drastically increased cost. Recently, the use of liquid metal has also been explored [113, 114].
However, encapsulation of the metal may lead to non-negligible amounts of passive elements
in the DEA.
In carbon electrodes, carbon black [121] (carbon nanoparticles, also known as carbon
powder) is commonly used as a conductive material, while carbon nanotubes and graphene
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are less commonly used [117, 115, 116]. The easiest way to form these electrodes is to deposit
the carbon black directly on the elastomer surface [118]. In principle, this method does
not mechanically resist the actuation of the DEA, as the carbon particles are free to move.
However, for the same reason, these electrodes can be collapsed and removed very easily by
damages. This creates difﬁculties in handling; the fabrication environment can become easily
contaminated, and it is hard to pattern such electrodes to accurate dimensions. Carbon grease,
a mixture of carbon black and oil, has better adhesion compared to the direct deposition of
the particles. The liquid-like form of carbon grease does not resist the actuation of DEAs, and
eases the application. However, accurate patterning is not established yet (usually a paint
brush is used [119, 120]). Also, this greasy electrode rubs off with any physical contact, leading
to further contamination.
Instead of oil, carbon black can be mixed with a non-polymerized silicone to form a carbon
black-ﬁlled elastomer [121, 122, 123]. In principle, other carbon materials such as carbon
nanotube and graphene can be used [124]. When it is cured, electrodes based on carbon
black-ﬁlled elastomers have good robustness to physical damage and strong adhesion to
the elastomer surface. However, the stiffening impact of the elastomeric electrode on DEA
actuation is not negligible, as it is a passive elastomer layer. Therefore, the electrode has to be
made thin enough. For this purpose, pad-printing [182, 125] realizes thin elatomeric electrodes
with accurate dimension. Pad-printing uses a stamping machine in which non-cured carbon
black-ﬁlled elastomer is treated as "ink".
The ink is ﬁlled into an etched relief with the desired geometry on a steel plate, and
transferred by a silicone pad to the elastomer. As shown in Figure 3.3(a), the pad stamps the
ink onto the DEA elastomer surface. Instead of using the etched plate, the desired electrode
geometry can also be realized by placing a shadow mask made from a thin ﬁlm (e.g., PET:
polyethylene terephthalate and PI: polyimide) onto the DEA elastomer surface (As shown in
Figure 3.3(b)). In this case, the pad that stamps the ink has a diameter larger than the length of
the desired electrode geometry. The pad deforms according to the mask geometry; due to this
deformation, the resulting electrode dimension is slightly smaller than that of the mask.
Pad-printing patterns the electrode to a thickness of about 1-4 μm [126, 125], which is
negligible given the thickness of the DEA elastomer (typically several tens of microns). With
this method, a minimum feature dimension of 100 μm is realized. Figure 3.3(c) shows a DEA
with pad-printed electrodes. The electrodes show a strong resistance to damages. So far, the
pad-printed electrode is not fully characterized, but it exhibits sufﬁcient actuation strain up to
85 % in linear stretch [92]. In this thesis, a carbon black-ﬁlled elastomer and pad-printing with
a mask (Figure 3.3(b)) are used for fabrication of DEA electrodes. For pad-printing, a stamping
machine (Teca-Print, TPM-101) is used.
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Figure 3.3 – Patterning of elastomeric electrodes by pad-printing. (a) The pad transfers ink
with the desired electrode geometry from an etched steel plate. The ink is then stamped onto
the elastomer surface. After curing, electrodes with thickness of 1-3.5 μm are formed on the
surface. (b) Instead of using an etched plate, a shadow mask can also be used. In this case,
the pad stamps the ink with dimension larger than the desired electrode geometry. The pad
deforms according to the mask geometry. Due to this deformation, the resulting electrode
dimension is slightly smaller than that of the mask. (c)(left) A DEA with pad-printed electrodes.
(right) The electrodes show a strong resistance to damage (a Kapton tape is adhered and
removed with no exfoliation). The pictures are adopted from [182].
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Figure 3.4 – Basic DEA conﬁgurations (adopted from [128]).
3.5 Actuator Conﬁgurations
Actuator conﬁguration is important to orient the actuation of DEAs from thickness reduction
and area expansion of an elastomer membrane to desired practical actuation behavior for
applications. Figure 3.4 summarizes basic DEA conﬁgurations demonstrated at the early
stage of developments (in the late 1990s-early 2000s) [128]: an extender, unimorph, bimorph,
framed, bowtie, spider, roll and tube. An extender elongates the structure composed of several
stacked DEAs by ﬁxing one end. Stacking of DEA layers is an effective method to achieve the
required performance such as force and actuation stroke in a given actuator dimension. An
example of an extender can be seen in a variable mechanical impedance actuator for hand
rehabilitation [127]. When a DEA is laminated to a ﬂexible substrate, the elongation leads
to a bending actuation (unimorph). A unimorph is simplest conﬁguration that performs
out-of-plane actuation. An example can be seen in an actuator intended to be used as active
origami [206]. Similarly, attaching another DEA on the other side of a unimorph results in a
bimorph conﬁguration.
A framed conﬁguration generates in-plane linear actuation. The schematic shown in
Figure 3.4 is an example of a framed conﬁguration, where the two DEAs generate push-pull
actuation of the center part by activating them independently. When the frame is equipped
with a hinge or compliant joint, the area expansion of the DEA is transmitted to frame move-
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ments (bowtie). The characteristics of the movements depends on frame conﬁguration such
as shape, position, and number of hinges. An example of a bowtie conﬁguration can be seen
in actuators designed for binary robotic system with high degrees-of-freedom [135, 136, 137].
Figure 3.5(a) shows one of those actuators [136].
The area expansion of the DEA triggers a bistable mechanism integrated in the frame. A
spider is another form of the bowtie conﬁguration, where the frame forms an out-of-plane
shape and generates contracting linear actuation perpendicular to the DEA surface. In the
diaphragm conﬁguration, the DEA generates out-of-plane displacement due to ﬁxed bound-
ary conditions. Figure 3.5(b) is an example in which several diaphragm DEAs are integrated.
This actuator is designed as a module of an inchworm robot shown in Figure 3.7(c). Tube
conﬁgurations generate linear actuation by elongation of the structure, similar to an extender.
An example of this conﬁguration are DEA ﬁber actuators [132, 133, 134]. Roll conﬁgurations
generate linear actuation by elongation of the structure, similar to extenders. The roll con-
ﬁguration allows for easier fabrication of a stacked linear actuator than for the extender (just
wrap a DEA sheet). An example of this conﬁguration can be seen in [129], and integration of
corrugated electrodes has been reported [130].
Since then, many different actuator conﬁgurations have been developed, including modiﬁ-
cation and upgrade of those basic conﬁgurations described above. The spring roll conﬁgura-
tion (Figure 3.5(c)) is an improved version of the roll [131, 194]. In this actuator, the elongation
of a wrapped DEA stack is transferred to relaxation of the compressed spring, resulting in
efﬁcient mechanical performance. This conﬁguration has been further developed to perform
multi-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) actuation (2-DOF: elongation and bending) by segmented
electrodes [172]. Multi-DOF actuation has also been realized in framed conical actuators
(5-DOF [138, 139]. Figure 3.5(d) represents 5-DOF movement schematically as actuation
stroke in the z-direction, and translational and rotational actuation in the x- and y-directions.
Segmentation of the electrodes enables local activation of DEAs, which has led to rotational
actuation [139, 140, 141]. The device shown in Figure 3.5(e) is a motor driven by activating
the segmented electrodes periodically with phase. This actuation strategy is presented as
the driving method of the rolling robot shown in Figure 3.7(h). Local activation of DEAs has
showed possibility to realize complicated deformations in a gas-inﬂated diaphragm actuator
([142], Figure 3.5(f)).
A gas-inﬂated conﬁguration has also been employed in tube actuators [143, 144] to im-
prove their actuation performance, in spherical actuators [147], to achieve eye-ball motions
[148], the rolling actuation of bulged structure [149], and large strain and giant deformations
in diaphragm actuators [145, 146]. Figure 3.5(g) is a diaphragm actuator exhibiting giant
deformation due to the snap-through instability [146].
Not only gas, but also ﬂuid has been used to mechanically couple the active and passive
parts, so that mechanical impedance is variable against load [150]. Figure 3.5(h) shows the
cross-section of a hydro coupled DEA, with a picture implying the use in haptic devices. Since
then, the use of ﬂuid has enabled enhanced breakdown strength in a tube actuator [151] and
giant deformation in diaphragm actuators [152, 153].
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Figure 3.5 – Developed DEA conﬁgurations. (a) Bistable actuator for binary robotic system
[136]. (b) Modular actuator with integrated diaphragms [176]. (c) Spring roll actuator [194].
(d) 5-DOF conical actuator [139]. (e) DEA motor [140]. (f) Diaphragm actuator with local
activation [142]. (g) Diaphragm actuator showing giant deformation [146]. (h) Fluidically
coupled actuator [150]. (i) Triangular DEMES acting as ﬁngers [272]. (j) Bistable DEMES [273].
(k) Antagonistic actuator [236].
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Meanwhile, the self-organized, dielectric elastomer minimum energy structure (DEMES)
[154, 272] has been proposed as a new class of DEA conﬁgurations that consists of a pre-
stretched DEA attached on a ﬂexible frame. At zero voltage, a DEMES exhibits a curled shape
where the internal stress of the DEA and the bending moment of the frame are balanced.
Activation of the DEA releases the bending moment and uncurls the frame. Depending on
the design parameters such as frame geometry and pre-stretch direction, DEMES exhibit
various shapes from a simple bending actuator to complicated 3D active structures [179].
Figure 3.5(i) is a DEMES whose frame geometry is initially a triangle, but the pre-stretch of
the DEA make the vertexes as gripper ﬁngers [272]. DEMESs have been further developed to
achieve improved actuation performance with frame reinforcement [155], bistable actuation
(Figure 3.5(f)) [273], longer shape with segmented electrodes [318], translational movement
[156], and higher compliance based on soft material [271], followed by studies on modeling
[157, 89].
Other than DEMES, the use of pre-stretch has been a standard for different conﬁgurations
enabling antagonistic actuation in a hinge segment actuator [236], a shell-like actuator [158],
and a bending actuator with a microstructural substrate [159]. Figure 3.5(k) shows an antago-
nistic actuator with its schematics [236]. The actuator is designed based on the bioinspiration
of musle agonist antagonist movement, and is a module of a multi-DOF manipulator [160].
Bistable actuation has also been demonstrated in conical actuators [161], ﬂip-ﬂop actuators
[237], and high voltage pulse induced buckling actuators [162]. In addition to pre-stretch,
ﬁber stiffening that constraints the actuation strain of DEAs in a speciﬁc direction [88], has
shown large actuation stroke in a roll conﬁguration [235], and capability to generate different
bending shapes [319] in a soft actuator.
All the conﬁgurations described above essentially rely on the area expansion of DEAs.
When thickness reduction is employed as the primaryactuation principle, the actuator exhibits
muscle-like linear contraction, as shown in Figure 3.6(a). For this purpose, several stacking
methods have been demonstrated based on helical [163], folding [164], and multilayer stack
geometries [165, 166, 167]. Helical and folding conﬁgurations are shown in Figure 3.6(b)(right)
and Figure 3.6(c), respectively. These methods can realize stacked actuators with just one
continuous DEA (Figure 3.6(c)), resulting in relatively easy fabrication. Figure 3.6(d) shows
fabricated actuators based on a foled stack, and represents the applicability of this method
on different sizes and geometries. A multilayer stack, shown in Figure 3.6(c)(left), requires
lamination of independent DEA layers, resulting in a relatively complicated fabrication setup
and difﬁculty in realization of electrical connection. Figure 3.6(e) is an example of an actuator
based on multilayer stacking [165]. This 21 mm long actuator performed lifting up a 1 kg
mass with 10 % contraction. For linear contractile actuators, the use of rigid electrodes has
also been demonstrated [168]. DEAs with a combination of rigid and compliant electrodes
have performed actuated surface patterns, such as creasing [169]. The same principle has
demonstrated bio-inspired ﬂuorescent patterning [170].
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Figure 3.6 – Stacked DEAs and their fabrication method. (a) Stacked DEA exhibits muscle-like
linear contraction. (b)(left) DEA conﬁguration with the multilayer stack method. (right) DEA
conﬁguration with helical stack method. (c) DEA conﬁguration with folded stack method. The
stacked actuator can be realized with one continuous DEA. The same applies to the helical
stack method. (d) Fabricated actuators based on the folded stack method. (a)-(d) are adopted
from [164]. (e) Multilayer stacked actuator lifting up a mass of 1 kg [165].
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3.6 Robotic Applications
Robotic applications based on DEAs have been widely explored. Figure 3.7(a) is a legged
robot consisted of six 2-DOF spring roll actuators [172]. Bending actuation of each leg moves
the robot in different directions. For this type of legged robot, employing linear contractile
actuators could mimic the movements of animals. Figure 3.7(b) is a quadruped in which each
leg has 2 linear actuators to perform animal-like 2-DOF motion [208]. Other legged robots
can be seen in [171, 173]. Biomimetic ground locomotion based on extension or undulation
of its body has also been realized in the form of an inchworm [171, 176, 177, 178] or snake
[172, 179]. Figure 3.7(c) shows an inchworm robot that can extend and contract segments of
its body to locomote, thanks to the actuated displacements of modular connected diaphragm
actuators (Figure 3.5(b)). A similar mechanism can be seen in the snake-like robot shown in
Figure 3.7(d) in which several DEMESs are integrated [179].
Hopping or jumping is a useful capability of robots to explore cluttered terrain in search
and rescue missions. Figure 3.7(e) is a jumping robot composed of 3 framed actuators [174].
Activation of the DEAs lead to sudden movement of tilted legs which strike the ground and
the reaction force makes the robot jump. Figure 3.7(f) is another example where the area
expansion of the DEA acts as a trigger to release the stored elastic energy in a bistable leg [175].
Rolling is another way to use a robot body for terrestrial movements. Demonstrated DEA
rolling robots can be seen in [180, 181, 182]. Figure 3.7(g) shows an inﬂated robot performing
rolling locomotion by actuating each segmented electrode [181]. When the rotational axis
of the DEA motor (Figure 3.5(e)) is ﬁxed at its transnational movements, activation of each
segmented electrode shifts the center of mass and entire actuator can rotate. Such movement
can be directly used for a rolling robot, as shown in Figure 3.7(h).
Their thin and lightweight characteristics have inspired the use of DEAs in aerial vehicles.
Researchers have developed ﬁsh-like airships [183, 184] and ﬂapping mechanisms [185, 186],
and analytically investigated aerodynamic control using active membrane wing [187] and
wing morphing [188]. Figure 3.7(i) is a DEA driven airship (8 m long) where the actuators are
placed on both sides of the body and also on the root of the tail [184]. The actuation results
in a biomimetic swimming motion consisting of body undulation and tail displacement.
Meanwhile, mobility underwater has also been demonstrated in a jellyﬁsh like form [189],
as shown in Figure 3.7(j), where a bulged diaphragm actuator changes its volume, allowing
buoyancy control. The actuation also serves to eject water, producing a propulsion force.
Not only restricted to mobile robots, the inherent compliance of DEAs has encouraged
their use in soft grippers [272, 318, 319] and manipulators [160]. Figure 3.7(k) shows a ﬁber
stiffened actuator performing soft grasping of an object [319]. The same characteristics have
inspired human assistive devices, leading to the discussion on upper limb prosthetics [190].
Figure 3.7(l) is an active bandage to improve venous blood return [192]. The compliance of
the DEA allows better conformation and has low mechanical impact on the human body. The
active hand shown in Figure 3.7(m) is another example in which linear contraction helps in
ﬁnger rehabilitation [191]. Additionally, demonstrations of android eye-balls [193] and an arm
wrestling robot [194] imply the use of the technology in human-robot interactions. In these
devices, the spring roll actuator (Figure 3.5(c)) is used.
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Figure 3.7 – Robotic applications based on DEAs. (a) Legged robot using 2-DOF spring roll
actuators [172]. (b) Quadruped using linear contractile actuators [208]. (c) Inchworm robot
using modular diaphragm actuators [176]. (d) Snake-like robot using DEMESs [179]. (e) Hop-
ping robot using framed actuators [174]. (f) Jumping robot using a bistable actuator [175].
(g) Rolling robot using an inﬂated actuator [181]. (h) Rolling robot using DEA motor [182].
(i) Fish-like airship [184]. (j) Jellyﬁsh-like robot using inﬂated actuator [189]. (k) Soft gripper
using ﬁber stiffened actuator [319]. (l) Active bandage. (m) Active hand for ﬁnger rehabilitation
[191]. (n) Android eye-ball [193] and (o) arm wrestling robot using spring roll actuators [194].
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3.7 Concluding Remarks
Numerous actuators based on DEAs and robotic applications have been developed. However,
functional actuators with folding, controllable stiffness, or adhesion, and their robotic applica-
tions have not been investigated and demonstrated. In the rest of this thesis, those functional
actuators are investigated based on silicone elastomers and pad-printed compliant electrodes
consisting of a carbon black-ﬁlled elastomer.
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4 Foldable Antagonistic Dielectric Elas-
tomer Actuator
This chapter develops an actuator with folding functionality based on dielectric elastomers.
The actuator consists of 2 sets of pre-stretched DEAs forming a simple antagonistic conﬁgura-
tion that enables bidirectional actuation and passive folding. In order to validate the actuator
concept through a speciﬁc application test, a foldable elevon actuator with outline size of
70 mm × 130 mm is developed with angular displacement range and torque speciﬁcations
matched to a 400 mm wingspan micro air vehicle (MAV) of mass 130 g. A closed-form analyti-
cal model of the actuator is constructed to guide the actuator design. The developed actuator
exhibits voltage-controllable angular displacement up to ± 26 ◦ and torque of 2720 mN ·mm.
Two elevon actuators are integrated into the MAV, which is successfully ﬂown, with the foldable
actuators providing stable and well controlled ﬂight. The actuator is evaluated in terms of the
controllability of the MAV by calculating the correlation between the control signal and the
MAV motion. As the result, a strong correlation in roll axis of over 0.7 is obtained.
4.1 Introduction
Folding technology in robotics has been explored as a means of programmable shape change
[197, 198], locking and variable transmission mechanisms [226, 228], and self-assembling of
mobile robots [209, 212, 214], grippers [211, 215], and other robotics parts such as structures
[210], electric devices [213], and propellers [216]. Moreover, the same technology has also
enabled several functionalities in aerial robots such as multi-modal locomotion [229], deploy-
able wing [230], improved portability [231], and robustness to collision [232]. As a method
to building robots, folding architecture has been applied for passively foldable robots [222],
legged robots [225], worm robots [219, 223], millimeter-scale robots [217, 218, 221], low-proﬁle
robots [220], a manipulation system [224], and a robot with deformable wheel [227]. The same
architecture has been employed in soft actuators as structure to orient their actuation behavior
(EAPs [199, 202, 205, 206], SMAs [200], and pneumatic elastomeric actuators [201, 203, 204])
or as fabrication method (EAPs [207, 208], also known as stacking method).
There are two approaches to achieve folding functionality: traditional mechanical ap-
This chapter is adapted from the article:
J. Shintake, S. Rosset, B. Schubert, D. Floreano and H. Shea, "A foldable antagonistic actuator," IEEE/ASME
Transactions on Mechatronics, vol. 20, no. 5, pp. 1997-2008, 2015.
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proach and the use of soft actuators. In traditional mechanical approach, folding is achieved
with dedicated mechanisms including mechanical parts like gears and linkages, and in some
cases additional actuators dedicated to folding [229]. This may lead to increasing complexity
of the structure, which results in increased design difﬁculty and fragility to external shocks and
overload. The use of soft actuators remove the need for complex mechanical assemblies and
additional actuators, thus simplifying the structure. In particular, when formed as a folding
actuator, DEAs are expected to create a compliant actuated joint that can passively fold. The
high compliance of DEAs also gives robustness to external shocks and overload, and their
highly elastic behavior allows for structures that self-deploy through the release of stored
elastic strain energy. Such a DEA based folding actuator could bring robots that are passively
foldable, self-deployable, mechanically robust, and portable.
The aim of the work in this chapter is to develop a foldable actuator based on dielectric
elastomers. First, the concept of a foldable actuator is presented and then validated through
an application test. A ﬁxed wing micro air vehicle (MAV) is developed as the application in
which the actuator is used as an elevon (control surface). After the characterization of the
elevon actuator, the actuator is evaluated in terms of the controllability of the MAV using the
motion data obtained during ﬂight. Finally, the results obtained in this chapter are discussed.
4.2 Working Mechanism
The actuator concept has an antagonistic conﬁguration with two sets of stacked (or single)
DEAs that allow bidirectional actuation and passive folding. Figure 4.1 represents the mech-
anism of the actuator, in which Figure 4.1(a) shows the non-actuated state. The actuator
consists of rigid parts formed with two arms connected via elastic hinges that are symmetri-
cally placed across the spacer and the DEAs. The DEAs are attached at their end points to the
arms while their centers are connected to the spacer such that they form an antagonistic con-
ﬁguration across the horizontal plane. All the DEAs have the same pre-stretch. The stretch in
direction 1 is constant regardless of the actuation, and it is higher than the stretch in direction
2. Due to the pre-stretch, each DEA has an internal stress that keeps the actuator in its rest
state.
According to the literature [233, 92, 234], the higher pre-stretch in direction 1 is expected
to produce a large actuation stretch laterally perpendicular to its axis. This method has been
applied to a cylindrical DEA conﬁguration [235], which has shown a large actuation stroke.
While several mechanisms using an antagonistic conﬁguration of DEAs have been developed
[236, 237], our concept uses elastic hinges for supporting the folding of the structure and
as an additional design parameter. The actuator output characteristics, such as the angular
displacement and the torque, vary with the material properties or the geometry of the hinge.
The characteristics can further be adjusted by changing thematerial properties or the geometry
of the DEA. However, since many parameters are strongly related, it is often difﬁcult to adapt a
parameter in the DEA while keeping other parameters optimal (e.g., the thickness to maximize
the electrostatic pressure or the pre-stretch to enlarge the actuation).
As shown in Figure 4.1(b), when a voltage is applied to only the top or the bottom DEA of
the actuator whose one tip is ﬁxed, the electrostatic pressure in the DEA reduces the internal
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Figure 4.1 –Workingmechanismof the foldable antagonistic actuator. (a) The actuator consists
of two rigid arms connected via elastic hinges placed symmetrically across the spacer, and
two sets of stacked (or single) DEAs forming an antagonistic conﬁguration. (b) When a voltage
is applied to only the top or the bottom DEA, the electrostatic pressure causes a biased stress
between the DEAs, resulting in a bending movement of the actuator. The stable position
is determined by the angle at which the moment generated by the internal stresses in the
DEAs and the counter moment in the hinges are equal. (c) The actuator can be passively
folded where the internal stress of the DEA and the counter moment in the hinges generate a
restoring force.
stress, and causes a biased stress between the DEAs. The biased stress leads to a bending
movement of the actuator. The stable position is determined by the angle at which the moment
generated by the internal stresses in the DEAs and the counter moment in the hinges are equal.
The amount of angular displacement depends on the voltage, the material properties, and
the geometry of both the DEAs and the hinges. When the required performance cannot be
achieved with a single DEA with ﬁxed geometry, stacking of multiple DEA layers can be used to
increase the actuator performance such as the actuation stroke and the force. In Figure 4.1(b),
the total angular displacement at the free tip θtot is twice the displacement obtained around a
single hinge.
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The force produced at the free tip is determined only by the torque generated in the hinge
closest to the ﬁxed boundary, that is, the hinge closest to the free tip does not contribute to
the force produced. Therefore the output torque equals the moment of a single hinge with
respect to its angular displacement. Due to the antagonistic conﬁguration, the actuation can
be done not only by a single voltage input, but also by a combination of voltages on the DEAs
on both sides. This suggests that variable mechanical impedance [238] can be achieved where
an angular displacement is provided with different output force.
As shown in Figure 4.1(c), the actuator can be passively folded around the hinges. The DEA
on the upper side is stretched and its internal stress is used as a restoring force towards the ﬂat
state. The counter moment in the hinges also contributes to the restoring force.
4.3 Model
A closed-form analytical model to predict the behavior of the actuator has been constructed
based on the total potential energy in the system. The model outputs the total angular
displacement θtot at an equilibrium state for a constant applied voltage Vs. From this, the
torque is obtained using the torsional spring constant of the elastic hinge. The subscript of
variables s stands for either side of the actuator (s = a or b). The subscripts a and b stand for
the upper side and the lower side of the actuator across the horizontal line, respectively. As
previously mentioned, actuation can be done by a combination of voltages on the DEAs on
both sides. However, for the rest of this chapter, the case of a single voltage input is considered
(Va > 0 and Vb = 0, or Va = 0 and Vb > 0). As shown in Figure 4.2, only half of the actuator is
considered for the model since the structure is symmetric. The angular displacement θ is
determined by calculating the local minimum of the total potential energyUtot.
∂Utot
∂θ
= 0,and ∂
2Utot
∂θ2
> 0, (4.1)
Utot consists of the potential energy of the DEA UDEA_s and the elastic energy of the hinge
Uhinge. Two energies are involved in UDEA_s: the strain energy of the DEA Ustrain_s, and the
electrostatic potential energyUelectric_s.
Utot =Ustrain_a+Ustrain_b+Uelectric_a+Uelectric_b+Uhinge, (4.2)
whereUstrain_s is a function of the stretch of the DEA elastomer, in which the material prop-
erty and the geometry are involved. To calculate Ustrain_s, the elastomer is assumed to be
incompressible (Section 3.1)
λ1λ2λ3 =λ1sλ2sλ3s = 1, (4.3)
where λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the stretch ratios of the elastomer on the direction of 1, 2, and 3
respectively. The stretch ratio is deﬁned as the ratio between the length of a deformed line
element and its initial length. For each DEA, direction 1 and direction 2 refer to the planar
directions of the DEA, and direction 3 is along the thickness direction. To achieve the constant
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Figure 4.2 – Actuator model schematic. Due to symmetric structure, only half of the actuator
is used for the model while the elastic hinge is considered as a pivot.
stretch in direction 1, during the fabrication an elastomer with initial length l0, initial width
w0, and initial thickness h0 is pre-stretched uniaxially along direction 1 before attaching to
the actuator structure. In this pre-stretched state, the geometry of the DEA is expressed as
l ′s =
l0√
λ1p
, w ′s =w0λ1p, h′s =
h0√
λ1p
, (4.4)
where l ′s, w ′s, and h′s are the length, the width, and the thickness of the DEA, respectively,
pre-stretched in direction 1 with a ratio of λ1p. Since the stretch ratio in direction 1 is constant
regardless of the actuation
λ1s =λ1p = constant. (4.5)
The DEA is then attached to the actuator structure with a stretch along direction 2, resulting in
the assembled state shown as Figure 4.2. From the ﬁgure and Equation 4.4, λ2s is obtained
as the total stretch applied in both the pre-stretched state and the assembled state along its
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direction, that is:
λ2a(θ)= la(θ)
l ′s
· l
′
s
l0
= la(θ)
l0
=

r 2+d2+2dr sinθ
l0
,
λ2b(θ)=
lb(θ)
l ′s
· l
′
s
l0
= lb(θ)
l0
=

r 2+d2−2dr sinθ
l0
,
(4.6)
where la(θ) and lb(θ) are the length of the DEA elastomer on each side, r the arm length, and
d is the height of the spacer from the arm. The stretch ratio along the thickness direction λ3s
is obtained by substituting Equations 4.5 and 4.6 into Equation 4.3
λ3s(θ)= 1
λ1pλ2s(θ)
. (4.7)
The Yeoh hyperelastic model [240] is used as a strain energy density functionW to incor-
porate the stretch ratios inUstrain_s,
W =
3∑
i=1
Ci (I1−3)i , (4.8)
whereCi are material constants, and I1 =λ21+λ22+λ23. By substituting Equations 4.5, 4.6, and
4.7 into Equation 4.8, we getUstrain_s as
Ustrain_s(θ)=Ns·Vol·Ws(θ)=Ns·Vol·
3∑
i=1
Ci (I1s(θ)−3)i ,
I1s(θ)=λ21p+ {λ2s(θ)}2+
{
1
λ1pλ2s(θ)
}2
,
Vol= l0w0h0,
(4.9)
where Vol is the volume of each DEA. Since the DEA can be stacked, the number of DEAs on
each actuator side is taken into account as Ns .
As the DEA can be considered as a capacitor, the electrostatic potential energyUelectric_s is
derived as
Uelectric_s =−Ns
1
2
CsV
2
s =−Ns
1
2
ε0εr
Ae_s
hs
V 2s , (4.10)
whereCs is the capacitance, ε0 the permittivity of free space, εr the relative permittivity of the
elastomer, Ae_s the area of the electrode, and hs is the thickness of the elastomer. Uelectric_s
is negative because the voltage-controlled case [272] is taken into account. As the actuator
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moves with θ, Ae_s and hs change corresponding to the stretch ratios, that is
Ae_s(θ)= le_s(θ)we = le0λ2s(θ)we,
hs(θ)= h0λ3s(θ)= h0
λ1pλ2s(θ)
,
(4.11)
where le_s and we are the length of the electrode and its width, respectively, and le0 is the elec-
trode initial length. By substituting Equation 4.11 into Equation 4.10,Uelectric_s is represented
as a function of θ:
Uelectric_s(θ)=−Ns
1
2
ε0εrle0weλ1p {λ2s(θ)}
2 V
2
s
h0
(4.12)
The elastic energy of the hinge,Uhinge, is obtained using the torsional spring stiffness k
and θ,
Uhinge(θ)=
1
2
kθ2, (4.13)
where k can be derived based on the small-length ﬂexural pivot approximation from elemen-
tary beam theory [241, 242]
k = EhIh
lh
= Ehwhh
3
h
12lh
, (4.14)
where Eh and lh are the elastic modulus of the hinge and its length, respectively, and Ih is the
second moment of area. Ih is calculated using the width of the hinge wh and its thickness hh.
As the energiesUstrain_s,Uelectric_s, andUhinge are functions of θ, Equation 4.1 becomes a
differentiation ofUtot with respect to θ, that is
dUtot
dθ
= dUstrain_a
dθ
+ dUstrain_b
dθ
+ dUelectric_a
dθ
+ dUelectric_b
dθ
+ dUhinge
dθ
= 0 (4.15)
By differentiating Equations 4.9, 4.12, and 4.13 with respect to θ, each term in Equation 4.15 is
derived as
dUstrain_a
dθ
= 2Na w0h0
l0
(
1− 1
λ21p {λ2a(θ)}
4
)
×{C1+2C2(I1a−3)+3C3(I1a−3)2}dr cosθ
(4.16)
dUstrain_b
dθ
=−2Nb
w0h0
l0
(
1− 1
λ21p {λ2b(θ)}
4
)
×{C1+2C2(I1b−3)+3C3(I1b−3)2}dr cosθ
(4.17)
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dUelectric_a
dθ
=−Na ε0εrle0we
l20h0
λ1pV
2
a dr cosθ (4.18)
dUelectric_b
dθ
=Nb
ε0εrle0we
l20h0
λ1pV
2
b dr cosθ (4.19)
dUhinge
dθ
= Ehwhh
3
h
12lh
θ (4.20)
By solving Equation 4.15, we ﬁnd θ as a function of the applied voltage Vs, that is, θ = θ(Vs).
As described in the previous subsection, the total angular displacement of the actuator θtot is
twice the displacement obtained around a single hinge, therefore, θtot(Vs)= 2θ(Vs).
The torque τ equals the moment in a single hinge and is a function of Vs in the case where
the actuator tip is free to move.
τ(Vs)= kθ(Vs) (4.21)
When the tip is blocked with a ﬁxed angular displacement φ, τ is obtained as
τ(Vs,φ)= k
{
θ(Vs)−φ
}
(4.22)
In Equation 4.22, τ is assumed that it can be approximated to the value in the case of the free
tip.
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4.4 Fabrication
The desired speciﬁcations of performance and geometry of the actuator are obtained from
the design process of the MAV described in Section 4.6. The actuator is used as an elevon
in the MAV and consists of a control surface and a base ﬁxed onto the MAV airframe, which
correspond to the arm parts shown in Figure 4.1(a).
Here the fabrication process is presented. The materials used for the fabrication are
selected due to their lightweight property to minimize effects of both gravity and accelerations
on the actuator movement. Firstly a silicone elastomer (NuSil Technology, CF19-2186) is
chosen for the DEA membrane. The elastomer is mixed with a solvent (iso-octane) at a 2:1
weight ratio respectively, and the mixture is coated on a ﬁlm substrate using an automatic
ﬁlm applicator coater (Zehntner, ZAA2300) with a thickness given by a universal applicator
(Zehntner, ZUA2000). After curing for 12 hours at room temperature, an elastomer membrane
with thickness of approximately 125 μm is formed on the substrate.
The membrane is then cut into 80 mm long by 80 mm wide sections, peeled from the
substrate, adhered to two rigid holders, and pre-stretched uniaxially to a ratio of 2, as shown
in Figure 4.3(a). After that the sample is held by a supporting rack. The electrodes are subse-
quently patterned onto the membrane surface (Figure 4.3(b)) using the pad-printing method.
The compliant electrodes are consist of carbon nanoparticles (Cabot black pearls 2000, and Ak-
zoNobel Ketjenblack EC-300J) mixed with a soft silicone (Bluestar Silicones Silbione LSR 4305,
0.2 MPa of elastic modulus [126]) at a mass ratio of 1:10. This electrode composition is used
for the other actuators described in Section 5 and Section 6. The sample is cured for 1 hour at
75 ◦C after patterning one side, and the process is repeated on the other side of the membrane.
After curing, frames made of a 0.2 mm thick ﬁberglass plate are attached to the membrane
surface (Figure 4.3(c)) using a silicone adhesive ﬁlm (Adhesives Research, ARclear-8932) to
keep the pre-stretched state. One of the frame parts has a hole to make an electrical contact
to the electrode. Additionally, a silicone glue is put on the edge of the frames to prevent the
membrane from peeling. The sample is then cut from the supporting rack, and attached to
the actuator frame (Figure 4.3(d)). The actuator frame is composed of two ﬁberglass plates of
thickness 0.2 mm and 1 mm, which are used as the arms (a control surface and a base) and the
spacer, respectively, and a 50 μm thick polyimide (PI) ﬁlm (UBE, UPILEX-50S) as the elastic
hinges. The silicone adhesive ﬁlm is used to attach them. The electrical contact is made via
the hole of the frame, using a conductive lacquer (amepox, ELECTON 40AC) and a conductive
tape.
Figure 4.4(a) shows the fabricated elevon actuator. The actuator consists of a control
surface and a base as the arm parts. Figure 4.4(b) shows the actuator in integrated state. The
base part is connected to the MAV airframe. Figure 4.4(c) shows the folded state of the actuator.
The design parameters used for the actuator are summarized in Table 4.1 together with the
speciﬁcations. In this table, the material constants Ci used in Equations 4.16 and 4.17 are
determined by ﬁtting Equation 4.8 to the experimental stress-strain curve obtained from a
uniaxial pull test (Noorwood, Instron 3343).
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PI film
Elastomer Conductive lacquer 
Electrode Conductive tape 
Fiberglass Silicone adhesive
a b
c d
Figure 4.3 – Fabrication process of the actuator. (a) The elastomer is cut and peeled from a
ﬁlm substrate, pre-stretched uniaxially to a ratio of 2, and held by a supporting rack. (b) The
electrodes are patterned on both side of the membrane via a stamping method. (c) Frames
made of a ﬁberglass plate are attached on to the surface to keep the pre-stretched state. One
of the frames has a hole for electrical contact. (d) The sample is then cut from the supporting
rack and attached onto the actuator frame. The electrical contact is realized via a hole ﬁlled
with a conductive lacquer and a conductive tape.
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Arm (base)
Arm (control surface)
DEA
Spacer
20 mm
Conductive tape
Discharge resistor
Silicone glue
Elastic hinge
a
b c
Figure 4.4 – Fabricated elevon actuator. (a) The actuator frame consists of two arm parts across
the spacer: a control surface and a base. A resistor is connected between the conductive tape
to discharge the DEA. (b) Integrated state of the actuator. The base part is connected to the
MAV airframe. (c) Folded state of the actuator. Silicone glue put on the frame edge prevents
peeling of the DEA membrane.
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Table 4.1 – Design parameters and speciﬁcations of the elevon
actuator
Design parameter Value
Dimensions
DEA (half part)
Initial length l0 14.1 mm
Initial width w0 60 mm
Initial thickness h0 125 μm
DEA electrode (half part)
Initial length le0 11.3 mm
Width we 112 mm
Frame
Arm length r 14.5 mm
Spacer height d *1 1.840 mm (1 DEA)
2.025 mm (2 DEAs)
Spacer area (length × width) 4 mm × 120 mm
Elastic hinge
Length lh 1.0 mm
Width wh 120 mm
Thickness hh 50 μm
Silicone adhesive ﬁlm
Thickness 40 μm
Material property
DEA elastomer
Relative permittivity εr 2.8 [233],[243]
Material constantC1 0.105 MPa
Material constantC2 0.00332 MPa
Material constantC3 1.44 × 10−13 MPa
Elastic hinge
Elastic modulus Eh
*2 9.1 GPa
Other parameter
Pre-stretch ratio λ1p 2.0
Permittivity of free space ε0 8.85 × 10−12 F/m
Speciﬁcations
Mass 14.4 g
Base area (length × width) 24 mm×130 mm
Control surface area (length × width) 40 mm×120 mm
*1 Values are calculated as a composite of the ﬁberglass plate and
the silicone adhesive ﬁlm. The value of 2 DEAs is taken from the
medium height between both the DEAs.
*2 According to the property of UPILEX-S presented on the manu-
facturer’s web site: http://www.ube.com/
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4.5 Characterization
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
Two types of actuator samples are prepared: one consists of 1 DEA on each side, and the other
has 2 DEAs (in Equations 4.16 - 4.19, Ns = 1 and Ns = 2). For each type, 3 samples are prepared
and the average of the measured value is taken. During the characterization, the total angular
displacement θtot (= 2θ in the model) and the blocked torque τ (in Equation 4.22, φ= 0) are
measured. The samples are ﬁxed at the base with the direction minimizing gravity effects as
shown in Figure 4.5(a) inset. The displacement of the control surface tip is measured as the
angular displacement. A CMOS camera (Point Grey, FMVU-13S2C) with image processing
is used to measure the tip angle, and the torque is obtained by measuring the blocked force
at the actuator tip using a load cell (FUTEK, LRF400). As shown in Figure 4.5(b) inset, the
probe of the load cell is attached to the tip prior to activating the actuator. The torque τ is then
calculated from the measured force F and the moment arm length R as τ= R ·F . Since the
structure of the actuator is symmetric, only one side of the DEA is actuated with a voltage up
to 5 kV using a high-voltage DC supply (Auckland Biomimetics Lab, EAP controller).
4.5.2 Results
The measured angular displacements from the initial position, and the model predictions as
functions of the applied voltage are shown in Figure 4.5(a). The observed angular displace-
ment at 5 kV is 16.9 ± 1.5 ◦ for the 1 DEA actuator, and 26.1 ± 1.6 ◦ for the 2 DEAs actuator.
Figure 4.5(b) shows the measured blocked torque and the model prediction as functions of
the applied voltage. The observed torque at 5 kV is 1480 ± 60 mN ·mm for the 1 DEA actuator,
and 2720 ± 260 mN ·mm for the 2 DEAs actuator.
In these ﬁgures, as the model predicted, the actuator performance changes with the applied
voltage non-linearly, and the number of DEAs on each side affects the performance directly.
The model prediction shows good agreement to the measured data. The error between the
model prediction and measured data may have resulted from the fact that the model does not
account for the Mullins effect [244, 245], the softening of the elastomer due to the pre-stretch
and the actuation stretch. The presence of the electrode elastomer, which is not accounted
for in the model, would also decrease the actuation stretch. Furthermore, the actuator frame
is not perfectly rigid so it may buckle when actuated, which could reduce the blocked force
measured and therefore the torque. The error is larger in the case of the 2 DEAs actuator.
This may have resulted from the fact that the geometry of each DEA is slightly different due
to fabrication error, which would increase the error with number of DEAs attached to the
actuator. Also, alignment error of those DEAs may raise the deviation between the model
prediction and the measured data.
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Figure 4.5 – Characterization results of two types of actuator samples: one consists of 1 DEA on
each side, and the other has 2 DEAs. Only one side of the DEA is actuated for all the samples.
(a) Measured total angular displacement of one tip ﬁxed condition and model prediction.
The inset shows the measurement condition. The total angular displacement θtot (= 2θ in
the model) is obtained as the angular displacement of the control surface tip. The base tip is
ﬁxed. The observed angular displacement at 5 kV is 16.9 ± 1.5 ◦ for the 1 DEA actuator, and
26.1 ± 1.6 ◦ for the 2 DEAs actuator. (b) Measured blocked torque (in Equation 4.22, φ= 0)
and model prediction. The inset shows the measurement condition. The blocked torque is
obtained by measuring the blocked force. At a non-actuated state, the probe of the load cell
is attached to the tip and subsequently the actuation voltage is applied. From the measured
force, the torque is calculated using the moment arm length R (in Equation 4.22, φ= 0). The
observed torque at 5 kV is 1480± 60 mN ·mm for the 1 DEA actuator, and 2720± 260 mN ·mm
for the 2 DEAs actuator.
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Figure 4.6 – Estimated torque as a function of the elevon angle at the applied voltage of 5 kV
for the 1 DEA and the 2 DEAs actuators. The required torque as a function of the elevon angle
is also plotted. The intersection of these lines gives the maximum elevon angle that can be
achieved by the actuator during a ﬂight.
The result is evaluated to see if the actuator satisﬁes the required torque of 1780 mN ·mm
with elevon angle of 15 ◦ obtained in the following Section 4.6. The torque characteristics are
assumed to be the same regardless of load condition (airﬂow). This assumption is expressed in
Equation 4.22 in Section 4.3. In this case, the torque generated at an elevon angle and a ﬁxed
applied voltage is represented as a linear function of the evevon angle. The slope is deﬁned
as the measured value of both the torque and the elevon angle. Figure 4.6 plots the torque
as a function of the elevon angle at the applied voltage of 5 kV for the 1 DEA and the 2 DEAs
actuators. The requid torque as a function of the elevon angle, obtained from Equation 4.27 in
Section 4.6, is also presented in this ﬁgure. The intersection of those lines gives the maximum
elevon angle that can be achieved by the actuator during a ﬂight. For the MAV, the actuator
composed of 2 DEAs on each side is used. Because it is assumed that ﬂight of the MAV can be
performed with this actuator, as it is expected to generate ∼12.5 ◦ of the elevon angle, which is
only slightly lower than the required value.
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4.6 Micro Air Vehicle
A remotely controlled ﬁxed wing MAV is developed as an application to validate the actuator.
The actuator is used as an elevon and evaluated in terms of the controllability of the MAV.
The correlation between the control signal and the angular velocity of the MAV motion is
calculated as the evaluation.
4.6.1 Airframe and Actuator Design
The design of the airframe includes the determination of the actuator speciﬁcations from the
wing geometry together with the required actuator torque. Figure 4.7(a) shows the designed
geometry of the airframe. A tailless shape is used for the airframe due to its simpler form. On
the airframe, two actuators are used as elevons. The wing geometry is obtained by scaling
down the Swift II (MS Composit), a successful commercial model. During a ﬂight, the actuator
has to sustain an elevon angle with a torque against the airﬂow where the aerodynamic force is
acting on its surface. The required torque is calculated using the ﬂight speed (i.e., the airﬂow),
the elevon control surface, and the elevon angle. During a ﬂight, the mass of the MAV equals
the lift force Flift [246]
Flift =
1
2
CLρairSV
2 =mg , (4.23)
whereCL is the lift coefﬁcient, ρair the air density, S the wing area, V the ﬂight speed, m the
mass, and g is gravity. CL can be obtained asCL = 2πα, and α is the angle of attack of the wing.
Equation 4.23 can be rewritten as
V =
√
2mg
CLρairS
. (4.24)
Equation 4.24 gives the ﬂight speed V for a given S, CL(i.e., α), and m. The wing area S is a
function of the wingspan b for a ﬁxed wing geometry, that is, S = S(b). The MAV mass m is
estimated from the wing mass mwing and the total mass of the necessary components mcomp,
including the actuators (estimated value), a motor, batteries, a receiver, etc.
m =mwing+mcomp,
mwing = ρwhS(b),
(4.25)
where ρw and h are the density of the wing material and the thickness of the wing, respectively.
A 5 mm thick styrofoam (Depron) is used as an airframe material. The second expression in
Equation 4.25 is valid when the airfoil shape is a plate, as in our case. From the above, V is
expressed as a function of b for a ﬁxed value of α
V (b)=
√
ρwhS(b)+mcomp
παρairS(b)
g . (4.26)
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Figure 4.7 – (a) Schematic of the airframe. The elevon control surface is determined from a
ratio of the wing geometry. The required torque τ is obtained as the counter torque against
the aerodynamic force f acting on the control surface with an elevon angle β. (b) Fabricated
MAV (without the cover). The actuators are placed with mounting angle of 10 ◦ to ensure the
longitudinal static stability. The inset shows the MAV with the cover.
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Equation 4.26 shows larger S results in lower V . b is chosen so that V is in a range of
5-10 m/s, which is moderate wind on the earth [247]. This ﬂight speed value is expected to
generate a resistance to subtle wind (1-5 m/s) in which ﬂight of the MAV is assumed to be
performed. For alpha, a value of 7.5 ◦ is taken. The value of the ﬂight speed V determined is
6.14 m/s for the wingspan b = 400 mm.
The design process of the airframe described above is a simpliﬁed form to determine the
ﬂight speed for obtaining the actuator speciﬁcation. For example, the process does not con-
sider the balance between the motor output power and the MAV mass. For further optimized
airframe design, a detailed evaluation based on more paramters is required. Example of such
evaluation is mass-power balance itaration using mass and power models [248].
Next, the required torque of the actuator is determined. As shown in Figure 4.7(a) and
explained in Section 4.4, in the actuator one of the arm parts is used as the control surface
while the other is used as the base. The required torque τ is obtained as the counter torque
against the aerodynamic force acting on the control surface with an elevon angle
τ= r f · f ,
f = felift cosβ,
felift =
1
2
CLeρairSeV
2,
(4.27)
where f , felift, and r f are the aerodynamic force, the elevon lift force, and their position in
the chord, respectively, β the maximum elevon angle, CLe the lift coefﬁcient of the elevon
(CLe = 2πβ), and Se is the control surface area. Se is obtained from a ratio of the wing geometry
shown in Figure 4.7(a): 30 % of the wingspan and 25 % of the aerodynamic mean chord†. r f
can be approximated as 25 % of the elevon chord (the aerodynamic pressure [246]), and the
aerodynamic force f is assumed to be perpendicular to the elevon is a vector component of
the lift force felift. 15
◦ is used forβ because experimental results on thin wings at low-Reynolds
number have shown that the lift coefﬁcient is linear within this region [249]. The value of the
required torque τ determined is 1780 mN ·mm. The elevon geometry (i.e., Se) is then used as
the speciﬁcation of the actuator.
Figure 4.7(b) shows the fabricated MAV. The nose of the airframe is extended to install
the control system. The actuators are placed with a biased mounting angle of 10 ◦ to ensure
the longitudinal static stability as explained in Subsection 4.6.3. The vertical tails are put
downward to prevent damage to the actuators at landing. The measured mass of the MAV is
130.7 g, which is heavier than the estimated mass. This is due to the additional mass mostly
resulted from the airframe extension, the elevon mounting parts, and underestimation of the
actuator mass. The required actuator torque determined from the estimated mass is assumed
to be sufﬁcient to control the MAV, as the impact of the additional mass on the ﬂight speed is
reasonably low (7.02 m/s). The speciﬁcations and the design parameters of the MAV, and the
determined values are summarized in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 – Speciﬁcations and design parameters of the MAV,
and determined values
Speciﬁcation Value
Dimensions
Wing span b 400 mm
Wing chord (center)C1 150 mm
Wing thickness h 5 mm
Wing area S 0.0525 m2
Elevon control surface area Se 0.0043 m2
Elevon aerodynamic force position r f 10.7 mm
Other
Air density ρair 1.2041 kg/m3
Wing material density ρw* 33 kg/m3
Gravity g 9.8 m/s2
Angle of attack of the wing α 7.5 ◦
Maximum elevon angle β 15 ◦
Estimated mass m 100 g
Measured mass 130.7 g
Determined ﬂight speed V based on m 6.14 m/s
Determined required torque τ 1780 mN ·mm
* According to the property of Depron presented on the manufac-
turer’s web site: http://www.depronfoam.com/
†The aerodynamic mean chord CMAC is calculated as CMAC = 2C1(1+ t + t2)/3(1+ t), where t is the ratio
between the wing center chordC1 and the wing edge chordC2, that is, t =C2/C1 [246].
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Figure 4.8 – Control system of the MAV. The control signal from the receiver is converted to a
high-voltage actuation signal for the DEAs via the micro controller, the LPF circuit, and the
DC/DC converters.
4.6.2 Control System
The DEAs used for the actuator require high-voltage actuation signals, therefore a dedicated
control system is necessary for the MAV. Figure 4.8 shows the outline of the control system.
When a control signal is sent from the transmitter, the receiver (Futaba, R617FS) outputs a
PWM signal, which is then processed via the micro controller board (SparkFun, Arduino Pro
Mini 328) to 4 outputs corresponding to DEAs placed in the actuators. Subsequently, the
outputs are low-pass ﬁltered to a low DC signal from PWM, and then the high-voltage signal is
generated through the DC/DC converters (EMCO, Q-50, power 0.5 W). Finally, a high voltage
output proportional to the low voltage input is applied to the DEAs, up to a maximum of 5 kV.
An IMU board (Kootek, GY-521) consisted of accelerometer and gyroscope is used to measure
the motion of the MAV. During a ﬂight, the sensor values are recorded together with the control
signal by a data logger (SparkFun, DEV-09530). Since the data is analyzed ofﬂine, the IMU in
this system is not related to the control of the MAV.
From the point of view of the actuation, the resistor connected to the DEA dissipates power
from the DC/DC converter when the DEA is actuated, which is dominant power consumption.
As shown in Figure 4.8, there are 4 DC/DC converters in the MAV, and two of them are activated
at same time for every maneuver. Thus, during a ﬂight if the DEAs are actuated with maximum
voltage all the time, the power consumption is approximated as ∼1 W. This value is assumed
to be acceptable for the MAV since the power consumption of the motor (HobbyKing, AP05
3000kv) is approximated as ∼22 W (calculated from the maximum current 3 A with driving
voltage 7.4 V), which is dominant in the entire system.
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b
Figure 4.9 – Control and actuation signal relation. (a) There are 4 DEAs forming the elevons.
La and Lb for the left elevon, Ra and Rb for the right elevon, respectively. (b) The control signal
is split out to generate the actuation signal for those DEAs. In this case, La and Ra are actuated
corresponding to a pitch down control signal.
Table 4.3 – MAV control signal vs. actuated DEA
Control signal DEA La DEA Lb DEA Ra DEA Rb
Pitch up − + − +
Pitch down + − + −
Roll left − + + −
Roll right + − − +
+:actuated -:not actuated
The control signal of the MAV consists of two channels: the pitch and the roll. As shown
in Figure 4.9(a), there are 4 DEAs as La and Lb for the left elevon, and Ra and Rb for the right
elevon, respectively. Figure 4.9(b) represents what appears when a pitch down is input. In
this ﬁgure the control signal and the actuation signal are normalized with respect to their
maximum values, which are represented by the arrows. The signal is split out to two actuation
signals and then La and Ra are actuated, resulting in a down angle of both elevons which
produces a nose-down pitch movement of the MAV during a ﬂight. Table 4.3 summarizes the
relation between the control signals and the corresponding actuated DEAs. For other cases,
such as a combination of pitch and roll, actuation signal differences between La and Lb, and
between Ra and Rb are applied.
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4.6.3 Results
A ﬂight of 150 seconds is performed, including an arm throw takeoff and a ground landing.
During the ﬂight, the MAV attitude control is achieved only by the elevon actuators via a
remote controller with a human pilot. The data recorded during the ﬂight has noise, which
mostly comes from the motor. To suppress the noise, the data is smoothed with a Low-Pass
Filter (LPF) with a cutoff frequency of 1 Hz. The ﬁltered data range is a few seconds shorter
than the ﬂight time to avoid high-noise coming from the takeoff acceleration and the landing
deceleration. The bias errors of the IMU are removed.
The ﬁltered data is then compared with the control signal, as shown in Figure 4.10(a). The
angular values refer to the coordinates shown in Figure 4.9(a). The data on the yaw axis is
not considered because it is a secondary factor based on the other two axes. The control
signals are normalized with respect to their maximum value. The roll angular velocity visibly
follows the control signal while the pitch angular velocity shows low matching. The pitch
angular velocity seems to be shifted positively. This is due to the fact that the MAV requires
the pitch up angular velocity for turning, in addition to the roll and the yaw angular velocity.
The correlation between the angular velocities and the control signals is 0.723 for the roll, and
0.198 for the pitch.
The actuators controlled the MAV in the desired direction. This is obvious from the fact that
the angular velocities, especially in the roll, visibly follow the control signal. This results in a
strong correlation and therefore high controllability on this axis. Figure 4.10(b) shows the ﬂight
trajectory of the MAV determined using the extended Kalman ﬁlter (EKF) [250, 251, 252] with
the raw data of both the accelerometer and the gyroscope, while the ﬂight speed is assumed to
be constant, since the motor throttle is ﬁxed during the ﬂight except for the takeoff and the
landing. The trajectory reﬂects the control signal (i.e. the will of the pilot), and forms a range
where the MAV can be visually controlled.
Figure 4.11 is a turning sequence of the MAV during the ﬂight. During the turn, the
actuators well control and stabilize the MAV attitude. Note that in Figure 4.11, the time frame
is different from that of Figure 4.10. A ﬂight movie of the MAV can be seen on [253].
The poor correlation with the pitch may have resulted from a strong longitudinal static
stability of the MAV. The longitudinal static stability is necessary to keep the MAV attitude
stable against disturbance (e.g., wind). Figure 4.12(a)(i) represents the MAV in steady ﬂight.
The static stability is achieved by the lift force and the aerodynamic force on the elevon
actuators. Their moments around the center of gravity (COG) stabilize the MAV on the pitch
axis. This inherent stabilization may resist controllability on this axis. Additionally, as shown in
Figure 4.12(a)(ii), due to the biased angle, the elevon surface exposed to the airﬂow is smaller
at the pitch down, therefore low controllability in this direction is expected. The swept wing of
the MAV also stabilizes the attitude along the roll axis. Nevertheless, the correlation of this
axis is strong, suggesting that the elevon actuator has adequate performance for aerodynamic
control.
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Figure 4.10 – (a) Comparison of the angular velocity and the control signal at ﬂight time.
During the ﬂight, the attitude control is achieved only by the elevon actuators. The actuators
controlled the MAV in the desired direction which is obvious from the fact that the angular
velocity visibly follows the control signal. The trajectory shown in (b) is the result where the
control signal therefore the will of the pilot is reﬂected. The trajectory is formed into a range
where the MAV could be visually controlled.
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Figure 4.12 – Schematics of the longitudinal stability, and comparison of the attitude angle,
the angular velocity, and the control signal at the ﬂight time section of 43-54 s. (a)(i) The
longitudinal stability is achieved by the moments around the COG caused by the lift force
and the aerodynamic force on the elevon, which are stabilizing the MAV attitude on the pitch
axis. (ii) Due to the biased actuator mounting angle, the surface area of the elevon exposed to
the airﬂow is smaller at the direction of the pitch down, resulting in low controllability in this
direction. (b) Comparison of the attitude angle, the angular velocity, and the control signal at
the ﬂight time section of 43-54 s.
Figure 4.12(b) shows the MAV attitude angle, the angular velocity, and the control signal at
the ﬂight time section of 43-54 s represented as a box in Figure 4.10(a). The attitude angle is
determined using the extended Kalman ﬁlter. The attitude angles follow the control signal
with a delay which may have resulted from the inertia of the MAV. The inherent stability is
visible at 50-52 s where the attitude angles gradually decrease with no control signal towards
their level ﬂight attitude: 0 ◦ for the roll, and an angle of attack for the pitch, respectively. Both
the roll and the pitch angular velocity show biases at 50-52 s. The bias on the roll is due to
the inherent stability on this axis. The bias on the pitch angular velocity suggests that the
MAV is turning while the attitude approaches to the level ﬂight. As expected, the pitch angular
velocity and hence the attitude is sensitive to the pitch up but not the pitch down.
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4.7 Discussion
The ﬂight of the MAV, which moves rapidly and requires accurate and fast control, proves that
the positioning control and the response speed of the actuator perform adequately for this type
of application. As the reason for this, mainly two actuator features are considered. First, the
use of a silicone type elastomer as a DEA material, which has low viscoelasticity, contributes
to both the positioning control and the response speed. Second, the simple actuator structure
without additional mechanical parts prevents transmission loss. The simple structure also
leads to ease of design.
In themodel constructed in this work, the presence ofmany design parameters suggests the
possibility of achieving a required performance with different combination of the parameters,
allowing for ﬂexibility of design. This is supported by the result shown in Figure 4.5 where the
actuator performance directly changed with the number of DEA on each side. This ﬂexibility
could potentially be translated to scalability with proper dimensioning.
The symmetric conﬁguration of the actuator in the motion plane suggests modularity.
Considered from the fact that many robotic systems existing today consist of multi-degree-
of-freedom-systems, it would be possible to realize those motions while holding the actuator
features, that is, foldability and compliance. Also, as shown in the elevon actuator, an asym-
metric planar geometry can be used for the arm part. This shows potential for the construction
of complicated geometry forming systems where advanced robotic functionalities are realized,
such as programmable shape change.
The compliance of the actuator gives robustness not only to the system but also to external
environments. This would provide, for example, safe robot-human interactions and handling
of fragile objects. As previously mentioned, the compliance can also be used as elastic strain
energy storage, which enables self-deploying of robot structures without the need of actuation.
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5 Variable Stiffness Dielectric Elastomer
Actuator
This chapter develops an actuator with integrated variable stiffness functionality based on
dielectric elastomers. The actuator, called variable stiffness dielectric elastomer actuator, con-
sists of a uniaxially pre-stretched DEA bonded on a low-melting-point alloy (LMPA) embedded
silicone substrate. In the actuator, the DEA generates a bending actuation, and the LMPA
changes its phase between solid and liquid by Joule heating, providing variable stiffness of
the structure between soft and rigid states. In order to prove the concept, an actuator with
dimension of 40 mm length × 10 mm width × 1 mm thickness and mass of ∼1 g is fabricated
and characterized. The characterization results show voltage-controllable actuation stroke
angle and blocked force up to 47.5 ◦ and 2.4 mN in the soft state, and 1.1 ◦ and 2.1 mN in
the rigid state, respectively. The rigid state also exhibits a spring constant of 23.3 mN/mm,
which is ∼90× larger compared to an actuator without LMPA (0.26 mN/mm), representing
the high stiffness. To demonstrate a practical use, a two-ﬁnger gripper is developed in which
the actuators act as the ﬁngers. The gripper, which has active parts mass of ∼2 g, adapts the
ﬁngers to the object in the soft state, and exhibits a sufﬁcient holding force in the rigid state,
enabling picking up of an object mass of ∼11 g (∼108 mN), even though the actuated grasping
force is only 2.4 mN.
5.1 Introduction
Soft robots are robots that consist of compliant materials. The approach to form those robots is
known as soft robotics [254, 255, 256]. The passive adaptability of continuum structure of soft
robots can perform terrestrial locomotion, bio-mimetic ﬁsh swimming, and gripping various
objects with a simple feedforward control [326, 46, 260, 315], while conventional systems often
require many actuators and sensors with sophisticated feedback control, and can be slow and
costly. In addition, soft robots have shown resistance to mechanical and thermal damages
[44, 257], and their inherent compliance ensures safety to interact with human [256].
Variable stiffness (controllable stiffness) can be an important function for soft robots to
This chapter is adapted from the article:
J. Shintake, B. Schubert, S. Rosset, H. Shea and D. Floreano, "Variable stiffness actuator for soft robotics using
dielectric elastomer and low-melting-point alloy," in IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and
Systems, Hamburg, Germany, October 2015.
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exert intentional forces to environments, and to withstand external loads while keeping their
shape. This function has enabled multi-task movement [258], adapted terrestrial locomotion
[259], handling of various objects [260], and improved dexterity in manipulation [261]. Toward
further development of these types of functional soft robots, one approach is to use variable
stiffness actuators in which the actuation and the controllable stiffness are provided by a
single device, thus drastically simplifying the robotic structure. Technologies related to this
purpose in the literature are based on jamming [259, 260, 261, 262], electrorheological/mag-
netorheological ﬂuids [263, 264], shape memory polymers (SMPs) [265, 266, 267], and low-
melting-point alloys (LMPAs) [258, 268]. There have been variable stiffness actuators based
on combinations of these technologies: jamming-pneumatic actuator [262], SMP-pneumatic
actuator [267], and SMP-DEA [266].
However, these examples use external parts to provide air pressure, electromagnetic ﬁeld,
and temperature, respectively, which could lead to a complicated structure. Shape memory
alloy could be a candidate as it is able to change its stiffness by Joule-heating directly, but it
exhibits a small relative stiffness change (2-3×) and a high absolute stiffness (28-41 GPa elastic
modulus in martensite phase) [6].
The aim of the work in this chapter is to develop a simple variable stiffness actuator
composed of a DEA and a LMPA embedded silicone substrate [269]. The actuator does
not require any external parts to control the stiffness as the LMPA substrate allows direct
Joule-heating. Speciﬁcally speaking, (1) combining DEAs and LMPAs, and (2) an actuator
conﬁguration based on DEA that allows integration of LMPAs are proposed. Therefore, the
actuator presented in this chapter leverages on a LMPA technology previously developed.
In the following sections, ﬁrst the LMPA substrate and the concept of the variable stiffness
actuator is explained. To prove the concept, the actuator is fabricated and characterized.
Subsequently, a two-ﬁnger gripper is developed to demonstrate a practical use of the actuator.
Finally, the results obtained in this chapter are discussed.
5.2 LMPA Embedded Silicone Substrate
The LMPA embedded silicone substrate is made of a LMPA channel encapsulated in a silicone
matrix where the LMPA changes its phase between solid and liquid by direct Joule-heating.
Therefore, varying degrees of stiffness of the structure, between fully rigid and completely
soft, are achieved efﬁciently as a function of the input power. The substrate shows a relative
stiffness change of > 25× (elastic modulus of 40 MPa in the rigid state, and 1.5 MPa in the soft
state), and a fast transition from rigid to soft states (< 1 s) at a low power (< 0.5 W) [269]. The
transition speed, power consumption, and both the absolute and the relative stiffness depend
on the geometry of the LMPA channel and the silicone matrix. The LMPA substrate can also act
as a strain sensor by measuring its change in resistance due to changes in geometry [269]. The
self-sensing capability could be used for more accurate actuator control or shape estimation,
compared to the case where only the DEA is used for the sensing.
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5.3 Working Mechanism
The actuator, called variable stiffness dielectric elastomer actuator (VSDEA), consists of a
uniaxially pre-stretched DEA bonded on a LMPA embedded silicone substrate, as shown in
Figure 5.1(a).
The working mechanism of the actuator is explained using Figure 5.1(b)(i-v). Even though
the LMPA substrate can vary the stiffness as a function of the input power [269], in the rest
of this chapter, only the two extreme cases are considered for the LMPA: solid and liquid,
corresponding to soft and rigid state of the actuator. When the LMPA is activated, Joule-
heating changes the phase of the alloy from solid to liquid, resulting in a soft state. In this
state, (i) the entire structure is bent with a radius of curvature where the internal stress of the
pre-stretched DEA and the bending moment of the LMPA substrate are at their equilibrium
state. (ii) Applying a voltage to the DEA while keeping the LMPA soft leads to a unidirectional
bending actuation towards the ﬂat state, due to the electrostatic pressure which reduces the
internal stress in the DEA and releases the bending moment in the substrate. The amount of
the bending can be controlled by the voltage on the DEA. (iii) If the LMPA is deactivated but
the DEA is kept active until the structure becomes solid, (iv) a rigid state for a desired bending
(or ﬂat) shape can be achieved. In this state, the device can sustain its rigid shape without any
input power. From this state, other rigid shapes, e.g., (v), can be achieved by activating the
LMPA through the state (i). Rigid states (iv) and (v) mean the device is able to rigidify all the
shapes that are achievable in the soft state.
The DEA and the LMPA substrate can be made with silicone, and this inherent material
compatibility simpliﬁes the structure therefore eases the fabrication process and modeling of
VSDEA. A closed-form analytical model of the actuator is described in Appendix A. For the
same reason, the actuator has a high compliance in the soft state (elastic modulus of less than
1 MPa). In addition, the actuation of the VSDEA can be extended to bidirectional movement
when another DEA is placed on the other side of the LMPA substrate, as shown in Figure 5.1(c).
In this conﬁguration, the DEAs start actuation from fully pre-stretched state, meaning that the
actuation strain is beyond the pre-strain. Therefore, the performance of the actuator such as
actuation stroke and output force will be different from that of the unidirectional conﬁguration
(Figure 5.1(b)).
The basis of the actuator concept, the conﬁguration consisted of a pre-stretched DEA and
a silicone substrate forming entirely soft actuator, is ﬁrstly presented by the author in [270].
Since then, there has been same conﬁguration reported [271]. This conﬁguration is similar to
the dielectric elastomer minimum energy structures (DEMESs) that use a ﬂexible substrate
with a hole [154, 272]. DEMESs are also able to achieve bidirectional actuation [273]. However,
our conﬁguration has several features that differ from DEMESs. (1) The high compliance of
the structure provides better physical adaptability to environments (e.g., conformation of
gripper ﬁngers to the object being held). (2) The absence of a hole eases the fabrication and
the designing (e.g., layout of the LMPA channel), and improves the robustness as the DEA is
covered by the substrate. (3) The use of silicone allows encapsulation of the LMPA into the
substrate. (4) Bidirectional movement can be achieved with simpler structural conﬁguration,
just adding another DEA, contrary to DEMESs that require additional parts [273].
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LMPA track encapsulated in silicone matrix
Uniaxially pre-stretched DEAa
b
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LMPA substrate
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Figure 5.1 – Working mechanism of VSDEA. (a) The actuator consists of a pre-stretched DEA
attached onto a LMPA substrate. (b)(i) The activation of the LMPA makes the structure soft,
resulting in a bending shape. (ii) In this state, applying a voltage to the DEA leads to a bending
actuation toward the ﬂat shape. (iii)(iv) Deactivation of the LMPA keeps a desired bending
shape. (v) Re-activation of the LMPA through state (i) allows changing of the rigid shape.
(c) Bidirectional actuation can be obtained by putting another DEA on the other side of the
LMPA substrate.
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5.4 Fabrication
A proof of concept actuator is fabricated according to the fabrication process shown in Fig-
ure 5.2(a)-(j). The DEA and the LMPA substrate are made separately at ﬁrst, and then they are
bonded together at the end of the process. A silicone elastomer (NuSil Technology, CF19-2186)
is used for the DEA. (a) The elastomer is cast on a polyimide sheet using a ﬁlm coater (Zehntner,
ZAA2300) and a ﬁlm applicator (Zehntner, ZUA2000) forming a membrane with thickness of
∼45 μm after the curing at temperature of 80 C◦. (b) The membrane is then pealed-off from
the sheet, stretched uniaxially, and held in an acrylic (PMMA) frame. (c) Subsequently, the
compliant electrodes are applied on the both sides using the pad-printing.
The fabrication of the LMPA substrate starts from (d) printing Polylactide (PLA) with the
geometry of the LMPA channel on the bottom plate of a PMMA mold using a 3D printer
(MakerBot, Replicator 2). (e) The mold is then ﬁlled with a silicone (Smooth-On, Ecoﬂex 0030).
(f) After the curing, the Ecoﬂex negative mold is placed on a stainless steel plate and the hot
liquid LMPA is ﬁlled inside using a syringe through a punched hole. The LMPA used has a
melting temperature of 47 C◦ (HiTech Alloys, Cerrolow 117). Once cooled, the molded LMPA
is carefully separated from the Ecoﬂex negative mold. Then, the LMPA is annealed above
the melting temperature to achieve a more favorable low-energy shape, as opposed to the
forced shape of the mold. This step minimizes separation of the alloy in the ﬁnal device due
to poor wetting to the silicone encapsulation. During this step, the temperature of the steel
plate is controlled using a hot plate. (g) To encapsulate the LMPA, a soft silicone (Bluestar,
Silbione LSR 4305) in the liquid state is put in a PMMA mold. The amount of the silicone
determines the position of the LMPA in the substrate in the thickness direction. (h) Before
the ﬁlled silicone is cured completely, the molded LMPA is placed on the top, and the same
silicone was ﬁlled again. The adhesion of the non-fully cured silicone prevents the movement
of the LMPA until the entire structure is cured.
(i) After the curing of the silicone at room temperature, the LMPA substrate is carefully
separated from the mold, and bonded to the DEA prepared at (c), using oxygen plasma surface
activation (Diener electronic, Zepto plasma system). The DEA is equipped with the electrical
connections using a conductive tape and a conductive silver epoxy. (j) The entire structure
is cut from the PMMA frame and the electrical connections for the LMPA are formed using
electrical wire. A silicone glue (Dow Corning, Sylgard 734) is put on the electrical connections
to hold the connections and to prevent the leakage of the LMPA when it is in the liquid phase.
The fabricated VSDEA is shown in Figure 5.3(a). The actuator is ﬂat after the fabrication,
and the activation of the LMPA substrate leads to a bending shape due to the pre-stretch of
the DEA. When compared to an actuator without the LMPA, the rigidity is visible where a
nut of mass 2 g is supported (Figure 5.3(b)). On the other hand, the device can be compliant
when the LMPA substrate is activated (Figure 5.3(c)). The heating time necessary to melt the
LMPA is ∼30 s at a power input of ∼1 W for the fabricated actuator. The heating time can be
shorten by increasing the input power. On the other hand, even the time to cool back the
LMPA below melting takes ∼30 s, more than ∼60 s is necessary to cool the actuator back to
room temperature. This is due to the fact that the cooling depends on convection between the
surface of the LMPA substrate and the surrounding air [269].
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DEA membrane
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Figure 5.2 – Fabrication process of VSDEA. (a) The DEA elastomer is cast and (b) pre-stretched
followed by (c) the patterning of the electrodes. (d) PLA is printed onto a PMMA mold to form
the geometry of the LMPA channel. (e) Fill the mold with Ecoﬂex. (f) Hot liquid LMPA is ﬁlled
inside the Ecoﬂex negative mold. (g) A soft silicone in the liquid state is put in a PMMA mold to
encapsulate the LMPA. (h) Place the LMPA and ﬁll the same silicone. (i) After the curing, bond
the LMPA substrate to the DEA. (j) Place wires and then silicone glue over the connections.
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Connections for LMPA
LMPA substrate
Fabricated VSDEA
VSDEA after activation
DEA
a
Actuator without LMPA
VSDEA (rigid)
b
VSDEA (soft)
c
Figure 5.3 – Fabricated VSDEA. The actuation has an overall dimension of 40 mm length ×
10 mm width × 1 mm thickness. (a) The activation of the LMPA substrate results in a bending
shape. (b) Compared to an actuator without the LMPA, the rigidity of VSDEA is visible. (c) The
compliance of the device is clear when the LMPA substrate is activated.
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5.5 Actuator Design
The fabricated VSDEA shown in Figure 5.3(a) has a dimension of 40 mm length× 10 mm width
× 1 mm thickness with mass of ∼1 g. Table 5.1 summarizes the speciﬁcations. The DEA has
an active electrode area of 29 mm length × 8 mm width. This area is determined so that it
ﬁts in the diameter of a printing pad used in the fabrication (46 mm). The DEA electrodes
are surrounded with passive membrane region of 1 mm gap at their edge for insulation. The
initial thickness of the DEA (∼45 μm) is given so that the electric ﬁeld inside the elastomer
is below the breakdown ﬁeld (100 V/μm for a silicone elastomer [92]) for a given maximum
applied voltage (3 kV). When the actuator is ﬂat, the DEA is thinnest therefore the electric ﬁeld
is strongest. In this state, the strain of the DEA equals the pre-stretch. The maximum electric
ﬁeld in the fabricated VSDEA is calculated as 80 V/μm (= 3000 V/(45 μm/1.2)). The pre-stretch
ratio (1.2) is determined from an analytical model of an actuator with a pure silicone substrate
(i.e., without LMPA). Appendix A details the model.
The cross-sectional geometry of the LMPA channel (0.45 mm width × 0.35 mm thickness)
corresponds to a single line of the 3D printer used in the fabrication. The lateral dimensions of
the channel (35 mm length × 8 mm width) is determined so that it covers the active electrode
area of the DEA with equally-spaced lines. The LMPA channel is longer than that of the DEA to
avoid overlapping of the electrical connections. The thickness of the entire substrate (1 mm)
is the same as that of the preliminary experimental actuator mentioned above.
The pad diameter does not limit the electrode area because the DEA membrane can be
moved laterally relative to the pad position. An example can be seen in [274], where an
electrode geometry longer than the pad diameter is patterned to achieve a multi-segmented
bending actuator. The LMPA channel cross-sectional dimensions and the spacing can be
smaller when microfabrication process is used (42 μm width × 54 μm thickness, and 116 μm
spacing are reported [269]). In this case, lateral dimension of the channel is limited to the size
of a wafer. The entire thickness of the LMPA substrate (1 mm) can be changed corresponding to
the amount of the liquid silicone used in the fabrication process steps (g) and (h) in Section 5.4.
As mentioned previously in Section 5.3, in terms of the conﬁguration, VSDEA is similar
to DEMESs. Therefore, the design principle to determine the behavior of VSDEA such as
initial bending angle and actuation stroke and force could follow that of DEMESs. Mechanical
parameters and material properties are associated to the design, and are mainly the geometry
(lateral dimensions and thickness), the elastic modulus of both the DEA and the LMPA sub-
strate, and the pre-stretch ratio. An optimal set of those parameters could be found based on
analytical model [272, 89] or ﬁnite element method [157] that are available for DEMESs. In
VSDEA, determination of the bending stiffness of the LMPA substrate in the soft and the rigid
states is an important design aspect. The bending stiffness in the rigid state can be calculated
by the integration of the second area moment of both the LMPA channel and the silicone
matrix ([269], Appendix A). In the soft state, the LMPA channel is liquid. It has been proposed
to approximate the liquid LMPA channel by the silicone matrix for calculating the bending
stiffness [269]. However, this approximation may be not valid for VSDEA at the scale size of the
fabricated actuator, as suggested in Appendix A. Therefore, it is necessary to reﬂect mechanical
behavior of the liquid LMPA channel correctly in the design principle.
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Table 5.1 – Speciﬁcations of the fabricated VSDEA
Speciﬁcations Value
Dimensions*
DEA
Length 40 mm
Width 10 mm
Initial thickness 45 μm
DEA electrode
Length 29 mm
Width 8 mm
LMPA channel
Length 35 mm
Width (single channel) 0.45 mm
Overall width 8 mm
Thickness 0.35 mm
Number of channels 8
LMPA substrate
Length 40 mm
Width 10 mm
Thickness 1 mm
Material property
DEA elastomer (NuSil Technology, CF19-2186)
Elastic modulus 0.83 MPa [126]
LMPA (HiTech Alloys, Cerrolow 117)
Elastic modulus 3.0 GPa [269]
Substrate silicone (Bluestar, Silbione LSR 4305)
Elastic modulus 0.2 MPa [126]
Other
DEA pre-stretch ratio 1.2
Mass ∼1 g
* Values are of the ﬂat state.
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5.6 Characterization
5.6.1 Experimental Setup
The fabricated actuator is characterized on the actuation stroke angle, the blocked force, and
the reaction force against a forced displacement. Figure 5.4(a) inset shows a bending actuation
of the VSDEA in the soft state. The actuation stroke angle measured is deﬁned as the tip angle
difference from the initial shape i.e., no applied voltage. The actuator is placed in the direction
minimizing gravity effects. A CMOS camera and image processing with MATLAB are used
to obtain the angle value. The blocked force and the reaction force are taken by putting the
probe of a load cell (Applied Measurement, UF1-55) to the actuator tip perpendicularly at
the initial shape (Figure 5.4(b) inset). The reaction force is measured by applying the forced
displacement via the load cell probe which is moved externally using a motorized stage (Zaber
T-LSR150B), as shown in Figure 5.5 inset. During the characterization, the power input for
activating the LMPA substrate is kept at ∼0.5 W, while the applied voltage for the DEA is varied
from 0 to 3 kV. A power supply and a high voltage supply (Auckland Biomimetics Lab, EAP
controller) are used for activating the LMPA and the DEA, respectively.
5.6.2 Results
The measured bending angle as a function of the DEA applied voltage for the soft and the
rigid state is shown in Figure 5.4(a). 6 samples are measured and the average is taken. At
the soft state, the actuator showed voltage-controllable actuation with the angle range of
47.5 ± 7.2 ◦ at 3 kV. On the other hand, the rigid state exhibited almost same shape over the
DEA applied voltage, only 1.1 ± 0.8 ◦ angle difference is observed at 3 kV, representing the high
bending stiffness of the structure. The deviation of the data is due to different initial angle of
the samples resulting from the fabrication variation.
Figure 5.4(b) plots the measured blocked force as a function of the DEA applied voltage for
the rigid and the soft state. Same as the angle, 6 samples are measured and the average is taken.
Both the states showed similar force at 3 kV (2.4 ± 0.2 mN for the soft state, and 2.1 ± 0.5 mN
for the rigid state). The larger deviation at the rigid state may have resulted from the alignment
errors of the load cell probe and the small actuation angle of the actuator preventing accurate
measurement. Figure 5.4(c,d) shows the bending angle and the blocked force as functions of
the DEA applied voltage for one actuator with 5 cycle measurements. The actuator exhibited
good repeatability, only a small hysteresis is observed, and this is due to low viscoelasticity of
the silicones used for the actuator.
Figure 5.5 shows the measured reaction force as a function of the forced displacement. In
this measurement, a VSDEA and an actuator without LMPA are used. To clarify their rigidity
difference, the spring constant of the devices k is estimated using a least squares method
applied to the data on the range of 1-3 mm (linear part). The spring constant kv is deﬁned as
kv = Fr/xd, where Fr and xd are the reaction force and the forced displacement, respectively.
The ﬁtted lines based on the calculation are shown in Figure 5.5. The spring constant of the
VSDEA is obtained as 23.3 mN/mm, and is ∼90 times larger than that of the actuator without
the LMPA (0.26 mN/mm).
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Figure 5.4 – Measured actuation stroke and blocked force as function of the DEA applied volt-
age, and the reaction force against a forced the forced displacement. (a) Measured actuation
stroke angle as a function of the DEA applied voltage. Inset shows actuation of a VSDEA in
the soft state. The actuation stroke angle is measured as the tip angle difference from the
initial shape. In the soft state, the power input for the LMPA is kept ∼0.5W. The actuation
range is observed as 47.5 ± 7.2 ◦ for the soft state, and 1.1 ± 0.8 ◦ for the rigid state at 3 kV.
(b) Measured blocked force as a function of the DEA applied voltage. The blocked force is
measured by putting the load cell probe on the tip of the actuator. Similar force was observed
for both states: 2.4 ± 0.2 mN for the soft state, and 2.1 ± 0.5 mN for the rigid state. 6 samples
are measured in both the stroke angle and the force characterizations, and their average is
reported. (c) Result of 5 cycle measurements of one sample on the actuation stroke angle and
(d) the blocked force. The actuator showed good repeatability.
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Figure 5.5 – Measured reaction force as a function of the forced displacement. The rigidity of
the VSDEA led to a clear difference compared to an actuator without the LMPA. The dashed
lines represent the spring constant of the devices obtained by a least squares method.
5.7 Two-ﬁnger Gripper
A two-ﬁnger gripper shown in Figure 5.6 is developed as an application to demonstrate a
practical use of the actuator. The gripper consists of two VSDEAs connected via plastic parts
to act as the ﬁngers. Each ﬁnger is the same actuator characterized in the previous section,
therefore, the mass of the active parts of the gripper is ∼2 g. For this type of grasping devices,
VSDEA is expected to provide adaptation of the ﬁngers to the object in the soft state, and a
sufﬁcient holding force at the rigid state. An external motorized stage (Zaber, T-LSR150B)
provides up-down motion of the gripper to perform picking up of the object, while a high
voltage supply (Auckland Biomimetics Lab, EAP controller) activates the gripper ﬁngers.
Figure 5.6(a)-(i) show the sequences of a gripper demonstration. To visualize the effect
of the stiffness change, ﬁrstly a picking up of the object rely on only the soft state is shown
in the sequences (a)-(f). (a) At the beginning, the gripper is above the object, a plastic dish
ﬁlled with metal washers of mass ∼11 g (∼108 mN). The ﬁngers are at close position. Soften
the ﬁngers by activating the LMPA, and (b) applying a voltage to the DEA leads to their open
position. (c) The gripper is lowered by the external motorized stage. (d) Cutting of the voltage
to the DEA leads to closing the soft ﬁngers to grasp the object with passive adaptation of their
compliant structure. (e) Subsequently the gripper is raised to pick up the object while keeping
the LMPA active. However, (f) the device eventually loses the object due to a low holding force
resulted from the high compliance of the structure. Next, instead of operating the gripper only
in the soft state, after the sequences (a)-(d), (g) solidifying the ﬁngers by deactivating the LMPA.
(h-i) The rigid state provides a sufﬁcient holding force and picking up object is successfully
achieved, even though the actuated grasping force is only 2.4 mN. The full procedure of the
gripper demonstration described above can be seen on [275].
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Figure 5.6 – Developed gripper consisting of two VSDEAs. An external motorized stage is
used to provide up and down motion of the device to perform picking up of the object. The
sequences (a)-(f) shows an attempt to pick up an object only rely on the soft state. The object, a
plastic dish ﬁlled with metal washers of mass ∼11 g, can not be picked up due to a low holding
force resulted from the high compliance of the structure. When the rigid state is used after the
sequences (a)-(d), the gripper is able to pick up the object thanks to a sufﬁcient holding force.
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5.8 Discussion
The simple actuator structure allows decoupling and designing of the actuation part and the
variable stiffness part independently, leading to a high design ﬂexibility. This may contribute
production of the device at different geometry and scale. As a DEA conﬁguration, the actuator
could be combined with other variable stiffness materials or devices (e.g., SMP with a heater)
by simply replacing the LMPA substrate.
The actuator ﬁnds potential applications. Since the device does not require any power
input to sustain the rigid state, this feature could take a role of holding the package in small
transportation drones [323] during ﬂight, where the available power source is limited. For
the same reason, perching of ﬂying robots (e.g., [276]) could be considered. The controllable
stiffness allows us to have variable mechanical impedance [238] which would enable various
dynamic behaviors of the system e.g., asymmetric deformation of a periodically actuated
structure could produce one way thrust like a jellyﬁsh [277]. The current structure of VSDEA
does not limit segmentation of the DEA and the LMPA. This means that even from a single
device, multi-degree-of-freedom actuation could be generated. Such actuation may allow
complex deformation strategies to perform programmable shape change. The segmentation
of the LMPA may enable local stiffening of the robot, which could be used for dextrous
manipulators (e.g., [261, 278]) and endoscopes (e.g., [279]). The self-sensing capability of both
the DEA and the LMPA substrate in VSDEA would support controlling of those applications
mentioned above.
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6 Electroadhesion Dielectric Elastomer
Actuator
This chapter develops an actuator with electroadhesion functionality based on dielectric
elastomers. The actuator relies on a DEA design that simultaneously maximizes electroadhe-
sion and electrostatic actuation, while allowing self-sensing by employing an interdigitated
electrode geometry. The concept of the DEA design is validated through development of a
two-ﬁnger soft gripper. The electroadhsion functionalizes the gripper to posses increased ver-
satility. To address an optimal design for the gripper, experimental devices are characterized.
The results show that the proposed DEA design generates much larger electroadhesion force
(10×) homogeneously distributed on the electrode surface, compared to a conventional DEA
design. The design also demonstrates high holding force of the gripper (3.5 N shear force for
1 cm2) and low mechanical grasping force (1 mN) enabling handling of sensitive objects as well
as other solid objects. The developed gripper is simple, lightweight (∼1.5 g), and fast (∼100 ms
to close ﬁngers). The gripper is found capable of handling a wide range of challenging objects
such as a fragile, highly-deformable water-ﬁlled thin membrane balloon (35.6 g), a ﬂat sheet
of paper (0.8 g), and a raw chicken egg (60.9 g).
6.1 Introduction
The actuation of DEAs results from an electrostatic pressure (the Maxwell stress) generated
by opposite charges on the electrodes. The Maxwell stress is proportional to the square of
the electric ﬁeld in the elastomer membrane in the direction normal to the surface [294](also
shown in Section 3.1). For DEA actuation, one generally only considers this normal electric
ﬁeld in the elastomer. However the charges on the electrodes also create fringe electric ﬁelds at
the edges of the electrodes. These fringe ﬁelds can generate electroadhesion in nearby objects,
as the electric ﬁelds induce surface charges on the objects, resulting in attractive forces to the
charges on the electrodes. In DEA applications, these forces are usually ignored and their use
has not been reported to date.
The aim of the work in this chapter is to develop an electroadhesion enabled dielectric
This chapter is adapted from the articles:
J. Shintake, S. Rosset, B. Schubert, D. Floreano and H. Shea, "Versatile soft grippers with intrinsic electroadhesion
based on multifunctional polymer actuators," Advanced Materials, accepted.
J. Shintake, S. Rosset, B. Schubert, D. Floreano and H. Shea, "DEA for soft robotics: 1-gram actuator picks up a
60-gram egg," in Proc. SPIE, San Diego, CA, USA, March 2015.
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elastomer actuator. The idea is to have a DEA design that simultaneously optimizes both
electroadhesion and electrostatic actuation of a bending DEA by an electrode arrangement,
allowing both in-membrane and fringing electric ﬁelds to be maximized. The concept of
the DEA design is validated through development of a two-ﬁnger soft gripper. In the soft
gripper, the functionality of the actuator—electroadhsion—yields a high versatility on objects
types that can deal with. In the following sections, ﬁrst versatility in robotic grippers, and
electroadhesion and other comparable adhesion technologies in terms of their usability for
grasping devices are discussed. Subsequently, the DEA design is presented, and an optimal
design is addressed for the gripper through characterization of experimental devices. After the
characterization, the gripper is developed and evaluated through picking up demonstration
for a set of varied objects. Finally, the results obtained in this chapter are discussed.
6.2 Versatility in Robotic Grippers
The human hand easily picks up objects of an enormous variety of shapes, even if they are
fragile or highly deformable. In order to achieve this high versatility, ﬁngered robotic grippers
often use many actuators in combination with feedback control based on visual, tactile, force
and angular position sensing, followed by trajectory planning [280, 281, 282]. If the target
object is fragile, such as a chicken egg for example, the human hand adapts the grasping
force, exploiting the compliance of tissue in the ﬁngers and sensing the shear movement
to safely grip the object [283]. Moreover, in the case of deformable objects such as a water
balloon, human hands can sense the stiffness and follow the deformation while continuously
regulating force and ﬁnger position.
Replicating these grasping properties with traditional robotic grippers typically require
complex sensing, motor accuracy, modelling, and learning [284, 285, 286, 287, 288]. Endowing
robotic grippers made with rigid components with the versatility to grasp objects with many
different shapes and differing material properties can be computationally challenging, costly
and slow, and require external sensors. For this reason, robotic grippers typically have a
specialized design for a speciﬁc object type [289].
Soft grippers, grippers consist of compliant materials, suggest a path to simpliﬁes control
for handling complex objects, thanks to their inherent compliance allowing passive shape
adaptation of the gripper structure to the object. Early investigation on shape-adaptable
grippers exploited a variety of technologies such as air evacuation of granule-ﬁlled bag [290]
(now known as granular jamming [260]), electrorheological (ER) ﬂuids [291], ER ﬂuid with
electroadhesion [292], pneumatic actuators [293], and shape memory foams [293]. Yet even
for current soft grippers [260, 315, 316, 300, 317, 318, 319], tasks that are easy for human hands,
such as handling ﬂat objects and deformable objects, remains a major challenge.
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6.3 Electroadhesion and Other Adhesion Technologies
Electroadhesion has been used in wafer handling [295], wall climbing robots [296, 297], rigid
and ﬂexible grippers [298, 299]. Early development also showed an end effector composed
of a rigid ﬂat substrate and an ER ﬂuid encapsulated membrane [292]. Electroadhesion has
many advantages over comparable adhesion technologies, such as vacuum or gecko-inspired
adhesion.
Vacuum handling technologies are widely used in industry, but are limited to objects
with smooth, non-porous surfaces. Additionally, the need for vacuum pump and tubing
adds signiﬁcant bulk. Gecko-inspired adhesion uses van der Waals forces between passively
deformed micro ﬁbers and the target surface. This adhesion technology has been applied for
grippers [300, 304, 305]. However, in this technology, the adhesion mechanism relies upon
external mechanical preloading in the normal or shear direction [300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305],
which may cause unpredictable deformation and possible damage when the target object is
sensitive like fragile or deformable. Reversibility of the gecko adhesion is also challenging to
achieve with lightweight objects, and the adhesion mechanism works poorly on low surface-
energy materials, such as Teﬂon [306].
Electroadhesion can be used with smooth and rough surfaces, with dielectric objects and
with metallic objects [295, 298] and is fully electrically controlled. A potential drawback is
a small residual adhesion force after removing the voltage. However, these residual forces
are reported to be extremely low for dielectric objects, and last for only a few seconds [307].
For conductive objects the small residual force can be greatly reduced by operating at low
frequency AC voltage rather than DC [295].
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6.4 Working Mechanism
A schematic of the DEA design for the gripper is shown in Figure 6.1(a). The structure consists
of an elastomer membrane with patterned compliant interdigitated electrodes laminated
between two passive silicone layers. In order to maximize the electroadhesion force and the
electrostatic actuation, the electrodes are wired such that adjacent electrode segments on the
sameplanar surface are at opposite potentials, as are those electrodeswhich overlap each other
across the membrane (Figure 6.1(b)). When a voltage bias is applied across the electrodes,
fringe electric ﬁelds are generated at the segmentation boundaries providing homogeneous
adhesion forces over the entire surface (Figure 6.1(b-c)), contrary to conventional DEA designs
that can generate adhesion forces only at the periphery.
According to the literature, the adhesion force scales with the square of the fringe electric
ﬁeld intensity that induces surface charges by polarization for dielectric materials [309, 310],
and by electrostatic induction for conductive materials [310]. The same applied voltage
provides electrostatic actuation in the region where electrodes directly overlap. The passive
silicone layers, sandwiching the DEA (Figure 6.1(a)), serve to insulate the electrodes to avoid
electrical breakdown between adjacent electrodes or short-circuit via the external object. In
the gripper, the bottom passive layer is in contact with the object being picked up. A stiffer
elastomer, Sylgard 184 (∼2.6 MPa of elastic modulus with curing temperature at 150 C◦ [308])
is used for the passive layers to minimize inherent tackiness, allowing smooth releasing of
objects.
The actuator exhibits a bending actuation that can be used for the gripper ﬁngers motion,
by applying a voltage to a uniaxially pre-stretched DEA bonded to one or two passive layers
(Figure 6.1(d)). This actuator conﬁguration is same as the one presented in Section 5.3.
The structure has a curled shape at zero applied voltage where the internal stress of the
pre-stretched DEA and the bending moment of the passive layers are at their equilibrium
state. When a voltage is applied, the electrostatic pressure reduces the internal stress in the
DEA and releases the bending moment in the passive layers, leading to voltage-controllable
bending actuation towards a ﬂat shape. The initial bending angle, the actuation stroke, and
the actuation force can be modulated by the mechanical parameters, such as, elastic modulus
and thickness of both the DEA and the passive layers, and the DEA pre-stretch.
Our DEA design, having four independent electrodes, also allows different output charac-
teristics by changing wiring of electrodes as shown in Figure 6.2: DEA actuation with reduced
electroadhesion force, and only electroadhesion with no DEA actuation. Moreover, the larger
percentage change in capacitance of the device as it uncurls enables self-sensing of the bend-
ing angle (Appendix B), as reported for other DEAs.
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Figure 6.1 – Working mechanism of the DEA design for the gripper. (a) Each of the electrodes
sandwiching the elastomer membrane consists of two interdigitated electrodes. Two passive
layers made of a silicone are laminated on the top and bottom. The bottom passive layer
touches the object being picked up. (b) DEA actuation (bending motion in this multilayer
conﬁguration) is proportional to the square of the electric ﬁeld in the membrane in the
direction normal to the surface, and the electroadhesion force is proportional to the square of
the fringe electric ﬁelds. For optimum combined DEA and electroadhesion operation, one
applies the same voltage difference between the neighboring interdigitated electrodes on the
top and bottom layers, but laterally offset so as to obtain an alternating high electric ﬁeld
normal to the membrane (where top and bottom electrodes overlap), and strong fringe ﬁelds
in the gaps at the segmentation boundaries. Other electrodes conﬁgurations lead to different
actuation and gripping modes (Figure 6.2). (c) These fringe ﬁelds create electroadhesion forces
on the object surface in contact, which are used to generate substantial holding forces in the
gripper. The electroadhesion is maximum in the region where the electrodes are interdigitated,
allowing tailoring which parts of the electroadhesion grip, and parts which only bend. (d) DEA
gripper consists of a pre-stretched DEA bonded to passive layers. The structure is curled at
zero applied voltage. Applying voltage to the DEA generates electrostatic pressure, which
reduces the stress in the DEA, uncurling the structure towards a ﬂat shape.
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Figure 6.2 – Different output characteristics of the DEA design. (a) Initial state of the DEA
(without any applied voltage). (b) Activation with the wiring used for the gripper conﬁguration
(described in the main text), which creates electrostatic actuation with higher electroadhesion
force. (c) Activation with opposite potentials across the thickness direction like usual DEAs
results in electrostatic actuation with fringe electric ﬁelds at the edges, generating actuation
with reduced electroadhesion force. (d) Activation with opposite potentials on the same planar
surface and same potentials in the thickness direction results in fringe electric ﬁelds on the
surface, i.e., electroadhesion forces while no electrostatic actuation is produced.
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6.5 Fabrication
In this section, the fabrication process used for the experimental devices and the gripper
is explained. The devices and the gripper are later discussed in Section 6.6 and Section 6.7,
respectively.
The fabrication process shown in Figure 6.3 starts from casting the DEA membrane. (a) The
silicone NuSil Technology CF19-2186 consisted of two components is mixed with a solvent
(iso-octane) at a 2:1 weight ratio, respectively, and the mixture is blade-casted on Polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) ﬁlm using a variable gap applicator (Zehntner, ZUA2000) and a ﬁlm
applicator coater (Zehntner, ZAA2300), then cured for 60 min at 80 ◦C. The thickness of
the casted membrane depends on the applicator gap. DEA membranes of two thicknesses
are used: 80 μm and 60 μm for the experimental devices and for the gripper, respectively.
(b) The DEA membrane is peeled from the ﬁlm, pre-stretched uniaxially with a ratio of 1.2, and
mounted in a Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) holding frame using a silicone adhesive foil
(Adhesives Research, ARclear 8932EE) for electrode patterning. Subsequently, the compliant
electrodes are patterned using the pad-printing. The electrodes are cured for 30 min at
80 ◦C. (c) The passive layers are chemically bonded onto the DEA membrane, using oxygen
plasma surface activation (Diener electronic, Zepto plasma system). The passive silicone
layers (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184) are produced with the same blade casting process, and
different curing temperatures are used: 80 ◦C and 150 ◦C for the experimental devices and
the gripper, respectively. (d) Holes that penetrate the structure are made by punching for
the electrical connections. (e) A PMMA plate is attached below the sample using the silicone
adhesive foil. (f ) The holes are ﬁlled with a silver epoxy (amepox, ELECTON 40AC), and pieces
of a conductive tape are placed. (g) After the wiring, the device is separated from the holding
frame. Figure 6.3(h)-(j) are the devices fabricated through the process above. They will be
described in the following sections.
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Figure 6.3 – Fabrication process of the experimental devices and the gripper. (a) The DEA
membrane is blade-casted on a PET ﬁlm. (b) The membrane is peeled from the ﬁlm, pre-
stretched uniaxially, and mounted in a PMMA holding frame. Subsequently the electrodes
are patterned via a pad-printing. (c) The passive layers are chemically bonded on the DEA
membrane. (d) Punched holes are made for the electrical connections. (e) A PMMA plate
is attached below the sample. (f) The holes are ﬁlled with a silver epoxy, and pieces of a
conductive tape are placed. (g) The device is separated from the holding frame. (h) Samples
used for local adhesion force measurement. (i) Samples used for total adhesion force and
actuation performance measurements. (j) Gripper used for validation of the DEA design.
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6.6 Characterization
The interdigitated electrode geometry, used for the DEA design, has gaps between the seg-
mented boundaries necessary for maximizing electroadhesion. The gaps however lead to a
reduction of the electrostatic actuation due to the smaller overlapping electrode area across
the DEA membrane. The gaps can be narrowed to maximize DEA actuation, but the gap size
must be sufﬁciently large to avoid electrical breakdown in the passive layer insulating the
segmented electrodes (of order 100 μm gaps are needed to withstand 5 kV potential difference,
essentially resulting from the breakdown ﬁeld strength of silicone elastomer, typically 50 to
100 V/μm). On the other hand, a uniform (i.e., no gaps) electrode geometry generates largest
electrostatic actuation, however it creates fringe ﬁelds only at the electrode periphery, leading
to lower electroadhesion force than the interdigitated case.
In this context, the impact of electrode geometry on electroadhesion and electrostatic
actuation is assessed through characterization of experimental devices to address the trade-
off and an optimized design for the gripper. Additionally, understanding characteristics on
electroadhesion is important since our DEA design, a bilayer offset interdigitated electrodes,
is essentially different from other existing electroadhesion devices which have electrodes on
single surface. Two electrode geometries are used for characterization: an interdigitated shape
and a square shape.
First, following experimental investigations are conducted: i) the spatial dependence of
the electroadhesion force, ii) the inﬂuence of the applied voltage and of the bottom passive
layer thickness on the adhesion force, and iii) the actuation (bending) performance. Finally,
the performance of the complete gripper is reported.
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6.6.1 Spatial Dependence of Electroadhesion Force
The electroadhesion force is proportional to the fringing ﬁelds, which are generated mostly
at the electrode edge. For a given area, the total edge length for the interdigitated electrode
is much longer than that of the square electrode, thanks to the gaps between the segmented
boundaries. Hence, one predicts a much larger total electroadhesion force for an interdigitated
geometry than for a square geometry, as well as a force nearly uniformly distributed over the
area for the interdigitated shape, but only a force localized at the periphery for the square
shape.
To visualize spatial distribution of the electroadhesion force, a small probe (20 times
smaller area than the total electrode area) is scanned over a test sample while recording the
normal component of local electroadhesion force. For this purpose, the experimental samples
shown in Figure 6.4(a) that have active overall electrode area of 40 mm × 40 mm with passive
outline dimension of 70 mm × 70 mm (Figure 6.4(b)) are used. The thickness of the top and
the bottom passive layers are 50 μm. The normal force is measured using a probe of 10 mm
diameter at 13 different locations along the lines crossing the center on the electrode (XX’
and YY’ axes, shown in Figure 6.4(b)). An external motorized stage (Zaber, T-LSR150B) is
used to pull the probe and detach it from the device. A load cell is used to measure the force
(Applied Measurements, UF1-55). There is no measurable stiction between the passive layer
and the probe interface. A paper is used for the probe interface,. During the measurement, a
high voltage supply (Auckland Biomimetics Lab, EAP controller) activates the devices with an
applied voltage of 2.5 kV. For every measurement, 2 devices are characterized 3 times each,
and the average force is reported.
Figure 6.4(c) plots the measured local normal adhesion force at applied voltage of 2.5 kV,
and clearly represents the effect of the interdigitated design over the square design. The square
electrode generates a local normal force of approximately 15 mN only at the periphery probe
positions of 15 mm and 55 mm in XX’ and YY’ axes), and a force of less than 0.1 mN for all
interior points. On the other hand, the interdigitated electrode, the local force is much larger
and homogeneous over the electrode surface; ∼120 mN on average for all the points on the
electrode, more than 1000 times larger force at the interior points compared to the square
design. The result proves that the scaling of the electroadhesion force is proportional to the
total electrode area for the interdigitated electrode, but only proportional to the periphery
length for the square electrode. Also, for the gripper, the uniform electrode conﬁguration will
not enable holding an object smaller than the overall electrode area due to the absence of
electroadhesion force at the center.
The total electroadhesion force of the interdigitated design can be calculated by dividing
the device electrode area (1600 mm2) by the probe area (78.5 mm2), and multiplying the
measured local normal force (∼120 mN), as this design scales the adhesion force proportional
to area. Similarly, the total adhesion force of the square design can be obtained from the
total periphery of the device (160 mm), the probe diameter (10 mm), and the measured
maximum local normal force (∼15 mN), based on the fact that this design generates the force
only at the electrode periphery. The interdigitated electrode produces 10 times higher total
electroadhesion force (∼2400 mN) than to the square electrode (∼240 mN).
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Figure 6.4 – (a) The experimental devices used for the characterization (left: interdigitated,
right: square). Electrode area is 40 mm × 40 mm. (b) The local electroadhesion force is
measured at 13 points along the lines crossing the center of the devices (XX’ and YY’ axes)
using a probe of diameter 10 mm. (c) (left) The measured local normal electroadhesion force
as a function of the probe position for an applied voltage of 2.5 kV in XX’ axis, and (right) in
YY’ axis. The interdigitated electrode generates much larger and more homogeneous local
forces over the electrode surface thanks to the segmented electrode boundaries, while the
square electrode produces forces only at the periphery. For every measurement, 2 devices are
characterized 3 times each, and the average force is reported.
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6.6.2 Effect of Applied Voltage and Passive Layer Thickness on Electroadhesion
Force
The inﬂuence of two important parameters – applied voltage and bottom passive layer thick-
ness – on the magnitude of the electroadhesion force is investigated. It has been analytically
and experimentally shown that the magnitude of the electric ﬁeld, hence the adhesion force,
increases with increasing voltage [295, 311, 312, 313] and increases with decreasing insulator
thickness (the bottom layer thickness in our case) [312, 314], in electroadhesion devices with
single surface electrode.
For this purpose, simpliﬁed devices shown in Figure 6.5(a) are characterized. The devices
represent one ﬁnger of the gripper in a simple square shape to clearly observe the impact of
the electrode geometry: active overall electrode area of 10 mm × 10 mm with passive outline
dimension of 15 mm × 15 mm. These devices are smaller than those discussed in the previous
subsection, but are the same size as the gripping part of the gripper, and allow using a probe
covering the entire electrode area (10 mm × 10 mm) to measure the electroadhesion force in
both shear force required to displace the probe, and normal force to detach it from the device.
The measurement setup is shown in Figure 6.5(c,d), where the bending part of the simpliﬁed
devices is ﬂattened and ﬁxed on to a PMMA plate to ensure homogeneous interface.
Three voltages (0 V, 2.5 kV, and 5 kV), and two thicknesses of the bottom passive layer
(50 μm and 400 μm) are used to see the effect of voltage and thickness on the adhesion force.
Figure 6.5(b) shows the cross-section of the device bending part. For the devices with the
interdigitated electrode, the thickness of the top passive layer is kept 50 μm. For the devices
with the square electrode, no top passive layer facing to the PMMA plate is used, as the
electrode on this side is grounded (no need of insulation).
The probe which is connected to a load cell (ATI Industrial Automation, Nano 17), is moved
by an external motorized stage (Zaber, T-LSR150B), and a paper is used as the probe interface.
There is no measurable stiction between the passive layer and the probe interface. A high
voltage supply (Auckland Biomimetics Lab, EAP controller) is used to activate the devices. For
every measurement, 4 devices are characterized 3 times each, and their average is reported.
Figure 6.6(a,b) show the measured shear and normal electroadhesion forces as functions
of the applied voltage for different bottom passive layer thicknesses. The shear force scales
with the voltage and the inverse of the thickness, in the manner described above. At 5 kV, the
thinnest passive layer shows the shear force a 3.5 ± 0.3 N (corresponds to 35 ± 3 kPa given
the 10 mm × 10 mm overall electrode area) for the interdigitated electrode, and 1.8 ± 0.1 N
(18 ± 1 kPa) for the square electrode. The shear forces at zero applied voltage are due to static
friction. The normal force (Figure 6.6(b)) scales with both the voltage and the inverse of the
thickness in the same way as the shear force does. Since there is no inherent stiction between
the passive layer and the interface, no normal force is seen at zero voltage. The normal force
at 5 kV is 1.3 ± 0.2 N (13 ± 2 kPa) for the interdigitated electrode, and 0.7 ± 0.1 N (7 ± 1 kPa) for
the square electrode.
The factor of two between measured electroadhesion forces for interdigitated and square
electrodes is consistent with the ratio of gap lengths producing fringing ﬁelds for the two
conﬁgurations, as in the previous subsection.
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Figure 6.5 – Simpliﬁed devices and electroadhesion force measurement setup. (a) The simpli-
ﬁed devices used for the characterization (with 400 μm-thick bottom passive layer facing to
the interface), and their dimension (bending part). (b) Cross-section of the device bending
part when ﬂattened and ﬁxed on to a PMMA plate. No top passive layer facing to the PMMA
plate is used for the devices with the square electrode shape, as the electrode on this side is
grounded (no need of insulation). (c) The shear force is obtained as maximum detachment
force when the interface part consisted of a paper and a PMMA plate is moved by an external
motorized stage which is connected to the interface via a load cell, a spring, and a string. The
sample is ﬁxed on a mount. To ensure homogeneous interface, a weight of 5 g (not illustrated)
is placed on the top of the PMMA plate. (d) With the same setup, the normal force is obtained
by changing the moving direction of the interface part.
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Figure 6.6 – Characterization on the total electroadhesion force and the actuation performance
on the simpliﬁed devices. (a) The measured shear force as a function of applied voltage
for different bottom passive layer thicknesses. The forces at 0 V are due to static friction.
(b) The measured normal force as a function of the applied voltage for different passive layer
thicknesses. Since there is no inherent stiction between the passive layer and the interface,
no normal force is seen at 0 V. (c) The measured actuation stroke angle as a function of the
applied voltage. The inset shows the bending actuation of the device with the interdigitate
electrode. (d) The measured blocked force as a function of the applied voltage. The inset
shows a sample being measured. For every measurement, 4 devices are characterized 3 times
each, and their average is reported.
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6.6.3 Actuation performance
The actuation stroke angle and the blocked force are characterized as functions of the applied
voltage (0 to 5 kV). The same simpliﬁed devices discussed in the previous section are used,
but only the devices with the bottom layer thickness of 400 μm (Figure 6.5(a)). Compared to
full square electrodes, the gaps between the interdigitated electrode are expected to slightly
lower the actuation stroke and the blocked force due to the smaller overlapping electrode area
across the DEA membrane (83.75 mm2 in the interdigitated electrode, and 100 mm2 in the
square electrode for the simpliﬁed devices).
The actuation stroke angle measured is deﬁned as the tip angle difference from the initial
shape i.e., no applied voltage (Figure 6.6(c) inset). A CMOS camera (Point Grey, FMVU-13S2C)
and image processing in MATLAB are used to determine the tip angle. A load cell (Applied
Measurements, UF1-55) is used to measure the blocked force (Figure 6.6(d) inset). During the
measurements, a high voltage supply (Auckland Biomimetics Lab, EAP controller) activates the
devices. For every measurement, 4 devices are characterized 3 times each, and their average is
reported.
Figure 6.6(c,d) plot the measured actuation stroke angle and the blocked force as functions
of the applied voltage. The interdigitated electrode shows the actuation stroke and the force
only ∼20 % lower than the square electrode, which corresponds to the 20% lower electrode
overlap area. The actuation strokes for the interdigitated electrode and the square electrode at
5 kV are 22.4± 0.1 ◦ and 29.1± 1.9 ◦, and the forces at 5 kV are 1.03± 0.1 mN and 1.18± 0.1 mN,
respectively. The magnitude of the blocked force is in the mN order, 3 orders of magnitude
smaller than the electroadhesion force. This result expects the gripper to exhibits low me-
chanical grasping force allowing handling of sensitive objects such as fragile items, while the
holding force is provided mostly by the shear electroadhesion force.
6.7 Two-ﬁnger Gripper
A two-ﬁnger soft gripper, shown in Figure 6.7 is fabricated as a proof of concept to demonstrate
its versatility at picking up different object types. The fabrication process for this device is
identical to that of the experimental samples characterized in the previous section, and is
presented in Section 6.5.
The gripper consists of a 60μm-thick pre-stretched DEA laminated between a 100μm-thick
top passive silicone layer and a 175 μm-thick bottom passive layer, as shown in Fig 6.7(a).
The gripper structure is realized as a planar extension of the DEA design (Figure 6.1(a)),
forming a 2-ﬁnger shape that can perform open-close motions for picking up and releasing
objects. This simple device structure is lightweight (∼1.5 g for a 47 mm × 114 mm device
with a 10 mm × 10 mm gripping area) and allows for fast movement (it takes ∼100 ms to
close the ﬁngers). The geometry of the electrodes is designed to provide stronger adhesion
forces around the ﬁngertips by the ﬁne interdigitated segmentation, and the other sections
generate larger actuation stroke. The gripper can be controlled only by a single control
voltage thanks to the simple, compliant composite structure, similar in overall concept to
[260, 315, 316, 300, 317, 318, 319].
The gripper is evaluated though demonstration of picking up objects of different types
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in a setup shown in (Figure 6.7(b)), where the gripper is raised and lowered by an external
motorized stage (Zaber, T-LSR150B) to act as an end effector. A high voltage supply (Auckland
Biomimetics Lab, EAP controller) is used to activate the device at 3.5 kV. At zero applied voltage,
the gripper has open ﬁngers (curled shape). When the voltage is applied, the ﬁngers are actu-
ated to close around the object—a raw chicken egg in this example—while the electroadhesion
force is simultaneously generated. The object is then picked up thanks to the holding force
provided by the electroadhesion while the motorized stage is moved. Releasing of the object
is achieved by a reverse of the operating procedure explained above. The same operating
principle is used for all the objects tested during the demonstration.
The gripper is successful at handling various objects: a raw chicken egg, a fragile, highly
deformable water-ﬁlled thin silicone membrane balloon, a ﬂat paper, a Teﬂon tube, and a
metallic oil can (Figure 6.7(b-f)). The high compliance of the gripper structure allows the
ﬁngers to adapt to the various object shapes. This is ensured by the actuation and the electroad-
hesion force in the normal direction. While structural compliance has been demonstrated
in other soft grippers, the use of electroadhesion gives our devices added functionality and
performance. The large holding force provided by the shear electroadhesion force (on the
order of Newtons) and the low mechanical grasping force provided by the actuation (on the
order of milli-Newtons) allow for handling of fragile objects (Figure 6.7(b)). Moreover, the
normal electroadhesion force allows for picking up ﬂat objects (Figure 6.7(d)) without grasping,
which is difﬁcult for other universal ﬁnger-based grippers given the absence of features that
can be grabbed.
The functionality of the gripper is most highlighted when the object is deformable (Fig-
ure 6.7(c)). The low mechanical grasping force minimizes the object’s deformation when
the gripper’s ﬁngers close around it, the normal adhesion force keeps the gripper’s ﬁngers in
conformal contact with the target as it deforms, and the shear adhesion force provides the
holding force. The object tested here, a water-ﬁlled silicone membrane balloon (the fabrica-
tion process is described in Appendix C), is not only highly deformable but also very fragile
due to the thin soft membrane (thickness of 25 μm), and it breaks easily when picked up by
the human hand. These challenging features would make grasping with conventional grippers
extremely difﬁcult. The electroadhesion also enables picking up slippery objects (Teﬂon tube,
Figure 6.7(e)), which can be difﬁcult for other grippers and adhesion technologies especially
the Gecko-inspired adhesion [306]. Handling of a metallic oil can (Figure 6.7(f)) proves that
the electroadhesion is suited for conductive objects as well as dielectric objects.
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Figure 6.7 – Structure of the electroadhesion-enabled soft gripper, and demonstration of
gripping different objects. (a) The gripper consists of a pre-stretched elastomer membrane
with patterned compliant electrodes laminated between two passive silicone layers. Different
colors of the electrodes represent their polarity (red is positive, and black is negative). (b) Lift-
ing objects is performed using an external motorized stage to raise and lower the gripper. The
gripper has open ﬁngers at 0 V. When the voltage is applied, the actuation moves the ﬁngers
to close around the object while the electroadhesion force is generated simultaneously. The
adhesion force provides sufﬁcient holding force to pick up the target, here a raw chicken egg
mass of 60.9 g. With the same operating principle, picking up demonstration is performed for
(c) a fragile, highly deformable water-ﬁlled thin membrane balloon (35.6 g), (d) a ﬂat paper
(0.8 g), (e) a Teﬂon tube (80.8 g), and (f) a metallic oil can (82.1 g).
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6.8 Discussion
The total electroadhesion force generated from the proposed DEA design, a bilayer offset inter-
digitated electrodes, can be much higher (order of several times) by optimizing the electrode
geometry such as the gap and the segmented electrode width, and the thickness of the passive
layer (Figure 6.6(a,b)), as has been suggested in electroadhesion devices with single surface
electrode [312, 314, 320, 321]. Also, for a ﬁxed electrode area, one could increase the elec-
troadhesion force dramatically by patterning smaller gaps between the lines to enable longer
total gap length. One is ultimately limited by fabrication resolution, electrical breakdown in
small gaps, and the reduced penetration depth of the fringing in the object, since the fringing
distance scales with electrode gap.
The DEA design allows tailoring the location of the interdigitated electrode responsi-
ble for the electroadhesion and that for the electrostatic actuation. With this feature, the
adhesion force and the actuation can be locally maximized at different desired locations,
providing ﬂexibility in designing for different applications as required (e.g., our gripper shown
in Figure 6.7(a)). The sensing capability of the device (Appendix B) could enable additional
functionalities such as object shape recognition to help understanding the target geometry
when such information is not available through other sensors, making it an active smart skin.
The interdigitated electrodes can also be used to measure dielectric properties [322] of the
object and thus gain insight into its composition.
The developed two-ﬁnger soft gripper validates the DEA design by exhibiting a high versa-
tility to handle a wide range of challenging objects. As a grasping device technology, the soft
gripper ﬁnds potential applications. The low weight of the device makes it easy to incorporate
as an end effector in lightweight manipulators or added to small transportation drones [323].
Since silicone is a biocompatible material it can also be used in the medical and food industry
(for example, tissue handling by electroadhesion has been reported [324]). Furthermore, this
technology can be adopted to produce a wide range of grippers of different size and shape. The
homogeneous distribution of adhesion forces on the interdigitated electrode (Figure 6.4(c))
enables scaling in size and the simplicity of the structure enables the design of different gripper
shapes, for example with 3 long ﬁngers.
The DEA design described here could also be used for other soft robots beyond grippers.
For example, in bioinspired caterpillar robots [325] and gait robots [326], the novel DEA
design could achieve kinematically more efﬁcient locomotion by producing controllable high
friction force (i.e., electroadhesion force) on the ground surface via actuated body or legs. In
those robots, the presence of strong electroadhesion force could also enable wall-climbing
functionality (an example based on rigid approach can be seen in [327]). Other example is soft
modular robots [328], where the electroadhesion is used for their interconnection, while the
actuation provides movements of each modular robot for their localization and of the entire
connected structure. Finally, all the applications mentioned above can beneﬁt from the simple,
highly integrated system thanks to its multifunctionality—electroadhesion, actuation with
different output characteristics, and sensing—as highlighted in the presented soft gripper.
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In this thesis, functional soft actuators based on dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) were
investigated. The investigation was conducted through development of novel actuators:
(1) foldable antagonistic dielectric elastomer actuator, (2) variable stiffness dielectric elastomer
actuator, and (3) electroadhesion dielectric elastomer actuator. The results address a method
to create the functionalized robots with simpliﬁed actuator conﬁgurations, and expand the
use of DEAs in robotics.
7.1 Summary
The foldable antagonistic dielectric elastomer actuator consists of 2 sets of pre-stretched DEAs
forming a simple antagonistic conﬁguration that enables bidirectional actuation and passive
folding. The actuators were designed and fabricated with speciﬁcation matching to a micro
aerial vehicle (MAV) that had 400 mm wingspan and mass of ∼130 g. In the MAV, the actuators
were used as elevons (control surfaces). A closed-form analytical model of the actuator was
constructed to guide the actuator design. The fabricated elevon actuator exhibited voltage-
controllable angular displacement (± 26 ◦) and torque (2720 mN ·mm) at 5 kV, while the
model prediction showed good agreement to the measured data. Two elevon actuators were
integrated into the MAV. The actuators were evaluated in terms of the controllability of the
MAV by calculating the correlation between the control signal and the MAV motion. During a
ﬂight, the actuators well controlled the MAV attitude in the desired direction from a takeoff
to a ground landing, which resulted in a strong correlation of over 0.7 between the control
signal and the MAV motion in roll axis. The developed MAV demonstrated a practical use of
the actuator.
The variable stiffness dielectric elastomer actuator (VSDEA) consists of a uniaxially pre-
stretched DEA bonded on a low-melting-point alloy (LMPA) embedded silicone substrate.
The actuator is simple (composed of only two parts), and expected to allow a high design
ﬂexibility. In the actuator, the DEA generates a bending actuation, and the LMPA changes
its phase between solid and liquid by Joule heating, providing controllable stiffness of the
structure between soft and rigid states. A proof of concept actuator was fabricated, which had
dimension of 40 mm length× 10 mm width× 1 mm thickness and mass of∼1 g. The fabricated
VSDEA showed voltage-controlled bending actuation with a large stroke angle (47.5 ± 7.2 ◦)
at 3 kV, and good repeatability in the soft state. In the rigid state, the actuator maintained
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almost same shape, only 1.1 ± 0.8 ◦ angle difference was observed at 3 kV. The rigid state also
exhibited a spring constant of 23.3 mN/mm, which was ∼90× larger compared to an actuator
without LMPA (0.26 mN/mm). A two-ﬁnger gripper consisted of 2 VSDEAs was developed.
The gripper successfully picked up the object mass of ∼11 g (108 mN) by appropriately using
the soft and rigid states, even though the actuated grasping force was only 2.4 mN. The gripper
demonstrated a practical use of the actuator, and proved that variable stiffness functionality
enables simpliﬁed actuator conﬁguration therefore the robot.
The electroadhesion dielectric elastomer actuator consists of a DEA sandwiched between
two passive silicone layers. The structural simplicity of the actuator is expected to allow a high
design ﬂexibility. In the actuator, the DEA has a design employing an interdigitated electrode
geometry that simultaneously maximizes electroadhesion and electrostatic actuation. The
actuator also allows self-sensing the bending angle by measuring the capacitance change
between the electrodes. The concept of the actuator was validated through development of a
two-ﬁnger soft gripper. To address an optimal design, experimental devices were character-
ized. The characterization results showed that the proposed DEA design has advantage for
grasping application over traditional DEAs, as it can produce up to 10 times higher electroad-
hesion forces at the cost of only ∼20 % reduction in actuation performance. The results also
represented high holding force of the gripper (3.5 N shear force for 1 cm2) and low mechanical
grasping force (1 mN). The two-ﬁnger soft gripper is lightweight (∼1.5 g for a 47 mm × 114
mm device with a 10 mm × 10 mm gripping area), fast (it takes ∼100 ms to close the ﬁngers),
all-silicone, composed of single structure, and can be controlled with simple control input
(switch on and off of the voltage). The gripper showed a high versatility to pick up objects
of different types, such as a fragile, highly-deformable water-ﬁlled thin membrane balloon
(35.6 g), a ﬂat sheet of paper (0.8 g), a raw chicken egg (60.9 g), a Teﬂon tube (80.8 g), and a
metallic oil can (82.1 g). The fact that handling of such a wide range of challenging objects
is achieved by a single device with simple control input, is a main advantage of our gripper
over other existing grippers. The gripper demonstrated a practical use of our DEA design, and
proved that adhesion functionality enables simpliﬁed actuator conﬁguration therefore the
robot.
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7.2 Future Work
Future work for the foldable antagonistic dielectric elastomer actuator could address develop-
ment of fully foldable robotic systems. It would be interesting to create a completely foldable
version of the current MAV because it would show how the foldability of the entire airframe
affects the robot’s performance. A concept of the foldable MAV is presented in Appendix D. A
redesign of the actuator structure should be tried to reduce the number of parts, which may
simplify the fabrication and improve the actuator performance in terms of the speciﬁc power.
Future work for the variable stiffness dielectric elastomer actuator could address further
characterization and optimization including the bidirectional conﬁguration such as the de-
tailed stiffness change and heating/cooling time. Cooling time reduction should be tried. For
this purpose, increasing the surface area of the actuator with a heatsink like geometry, or the
use of cooling water injected in additional channel could be a solution. The LMPA substrate
loses conductivity when the alloy track is physically broken due to large external loads [269].
Self-healing capability that covers the failure mode of the LMPA substrate should be addressed.
Solution for self-healing the broken track could be the use of carbon black-ﬁlled elastomers
implemented as the wall of the LMPA channels to keep conductivity.
Future work for the electroadhesion dielectric elastomer actuator could address characteri-
zation on the different output characteristics (Figure 6.2 in Section 6.4), which may contribute
to deﬁne suitable operating principle for given application types. In parallel, further character-
istics on electroadhsion such as more detailed investigation of the electric ﬁeld distribution
should be studied. When the electrode gap is signiﬁcantly larger than the thickness of the
DEA, the form of the fringing ﬁelds on the surface could be different from what is shown in
Figure 6.1(b) in Section 6.4; strong fringing ﬁelds generating adhesion may be created more
in the direction across the thickness. For this purpose, analytical and computational models
should be associated to help the characterization. It would be interesting to implement other
electrode geometries such as spiral, concentric circle, and Hilbert curve [321], because it could
increase the adhesion force, or change the actuation and the sensing behaviors.
Regarding all the actuators, obtaining more detailed actuation characteristics such as
dynamic behaviors (e.g., response speed to determine operating frequency), repeatability,
and their behavior in different device size scale are remaining. These works and optimization
of actuation performance (stroke, force, etc.) in terms of mechanical parameters (e.g., pre-
stretch ratios) could enable development of varied robotic applications. Further investigation
of self-sensing capability could address additional functionalities such as shape recognition
and composition acquisition of external objects, as mentioned in Section 6.8. Further consid-
eration on the material selection could contribute to improve the actuator performance. For
example, a lighter material with the same elastic modulus increases the speciﬁc power. For
those works, construction of more accurate analytical and computational models including dy-
namic behavior should be followed. Extension of such models for robotic applications would
greatly help their designing, but challenging. Apart from the work on each actuator, combining
two or all of the three functionalities would address advanced actuator conﬁgurations and
robotic applications. Similarly, integration of other DEA capabilities such as self-sensing, self-
healing, switching, energy harvesting, and color change would greatly expand the potential
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applications, and bring unprecedented types of robots.
The electrode directly effects to the actuation performance of DEAs. Therefore, realization
of electrodes with higher compliance, better conductivity and repeatability, longer lifetime,
and thinner matrix is a challenge. Additionally, investigation of elastomer that has better prop-
erties such as higher breakdown strength may be a way to improve the performance. Voltage
reduction is another challenge and has a great potential. Removing the need of high-voltage
supply makes robots simple and compact, and would expand potential applications. For this
purpose, stacking ultra thin DEAs could be a solution, however, extensive developments of
fast, accurate, and low cost fabrication process may be inevitable.
Robotics grows. Our society and daily life will see robots that are very common. After
the selection, soft actuator technologies existing today would be developed to form active
intelligent material rather than actuation component. There sensors, haptics, harvesters,
batteries, healers, and computations are integrated. At this time, the existence of robots
changes from something that has to be designed beforehand to something that obtains the
design oneself in response to given conditions and environments. Robots are no longer
assembled components but the material itself. Such intelligent material is scalable and
extremely low cost, spreading into the world. For instance, when placed on a human body, it
understands optimal shapes and physical assistive outputs through communication with the
person based on haptics and visuals. Eventually, self-propagation and self-modiﬁcation are
integrated. At some point in inﬁnite attempts of responses to stimulus, the material would
cause intelligence. The scenery from there will surely be beautiful. The functional soft robotic
actuators developed in this thesis and the initial results provide an excellent starting point.
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A Model of Variable Stiffness Actuator
In this chapter, we explain a closed-form analytical model to predict the actuation stroke angle
of variable stiffness dielectric elastomer actuator (VSDEA) discussed in Chapter 5, based on
the total potential energy in the system similar to the one explained in Section 4.3. The model
outputs the bending angle at an equilibrium state for a constant applied voltage.
The bending angle θ is determined by calculating the local minimum of the potential
energyUtot.
∂Utot
∂θ
= 0,and ∂
2Utot
∂θ2
> 0, (A.1)
Utot consists of the potential energy of the DEAUDEA and the bending energy of the LMPA
substrateUhinge. Two energies are involved inUDEA: the strain energy of the DEAUstrain, and
the electrostatic energyUelectric.
Utot =Ustrain+Uelectric+Ubending. (A.2)
In the model, the rigidity of the substrate is represented by the torsional spring stiffness k
[241, 242] to calculateUbending.
Ubending =
1
2
kθ2 = 1
2
EIs
ls
θ2, (A.3)
where EIs and ls are the bending stiffness (ﬂexural rigidity) and the length of the substrate,
respectively. EIs is product of elastic modulus E and second moment of area I . Equation A.3
means the substrate is expressed as a uniformplate. Therefore, themodel allows to incorporate
not only the LMPA substrate but also other materials such as a pure silicone.
Figure A.1(a) shows the cross-section of VSDEA in the ﬂat state (i.e., just after attaching the
DEA). To calculate the bending stiffness EIs , the structure of the actuator is considered as a
composite consisted of layers representing the DEA, the silicone matrix, and the LMPA channel.
This allows to calculate the second moment of area of each layer, and their integration gives
EIs . Since the structure is symmetric in the x direction, the centroid of the cross-section yn is
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Silicone matrix
LMPA
DEA Layer 4
Layer 3
Layer 2
Layer 1
LMPA substrate
DEA1
3
2
Watching from this side
Watching from this side
a
b
Figure A.1 – VSDEA model schematics. (a) The cross-section of VSDEA in the ﬂat state. The
structure is considered as a composite consisted of layers. (b) Schematics of VSDEA model
watching from the lateral side.
given as
yn =
∑
i Ei yi Ai∑
i Ei Ai
, (A.4)
where, Ei and Ai are the elastic modulus and the cross-sectional area of the i th layer (Ai =
ws ·hi ), respectively, and yi is the distance to the center of the layer from the bottom of the
substrate. The elastic modulus of the LMPA layer (layer 2 in Figure A.1(a)), E2 is approximated
as
E2 =
ELMPA
∑N
j w j +Esilicone(ws −
∑N
j w j )
ws
, (A.5)
where ELMPA is the elastic modulus of the LMPA, Esilicone the elastic modulus of the silicone, wj
the width of the j th channel, N the number of channels, and ws is the width of the substrate.
As mentioned in Section 5.3, we consider two extreme cases for the LMPA: solid and liquid.
Equation A.5 allows to include the solid and liquid phases, when their elastic modulus is given.
In the liquid phase, we assume the modulus of the LMPA is same as that of the silicone matrix
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(ELMPA = Esilicone). EIs is then calculated by integration of the second moment of area on the
layers except for the DEA, based on the parallel axis theorem [329].
EIs =
∑
i
Ei
{
Ii + (yi − yn)2Ai
}
,
Ii =
wsh3i
12
.
(A.6)
During the actuation, we assume the thickness of the substrate and yn are constant, while
the strain of the DEA changes therefore the strain energyUstrain. Figure A.1(b) is a schematics
of the actuator watching from the lateral side. The radius of curvature of the actuator R is
deﬁned as
R = ls
θ
= hs − yn + rD (θ)+ hD (θ)
2
, (A.7)
where hs is the thickness of the substrate, and hD (θ) is the thickness of the DEA. rD (θ) is the
radius of curvature of the DEA given as
rD (θ)= lD (θ)
θ
, (A.8)
where lD (θ) is the length of the DEA. Due to the incompressibility of the elastomer (Section 3.1),
the volume of the DEA is constant, thus:
l ′D ·w ′D ·h′D = lD (θ) ·w ′D ·hD (θ),
∴ hD (θ)=
l ′D ·h′D
lD (θ)
,
(A.9)
where l ′D , w
′
D , and h
′
D are the length, the width, and the thickness of the DEA in the ﬂat state
(i.e., the pre-stretched state shown in Figure 5.1(a)). w ′D is assumed to be constant during the
actuation. Substituting Equations A.8 and A.9 into Equation A.7, and using the fact l ′D = ls
{lD (θ)}
2+{(hs − yn)θ− ls} lD (θ)+ lsh′D
2
θ = 0. (A.10)
Solving Equation A.10 gives the length of the DEA as a function of the bending angle.
lD (θ)= 1
2
[
ls − (hs − yn)θ+
√{
(hs − yn)θ− ls
}2−2lsh′Dθ
]
. (A.11)
The stretch ratios of the DEA are then given as
λ1(θ)= lD (θ)
ls
λ1p, λ2 = 1√
λ1p
= constant, λ3(θ)=
√
λ1p
λ1(θ)
, (A.12)
whereλ1,λ2, andλ3 are the stretch ratio in the direction 1, 2, and 3, respectively, as indicated in
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Figure A.1(b). Direction 1 and direction 2 refer to the length direction and the width direction
of the actuator, respectively, and direction 3 is along the thickness direction. Equation A.12
takes account of the incompressibility of the elastomer, and incorporates the pre-stretch
uniaxially applied along the direction 1, λ1p. λ2 is constant as the width of the actuator is
ﬁxed.
We use the Neo-hookean hyperelastic model [330] as a strain energy density function W to
expressUstrain by the stretch ratios.
W = μ
2
(I1−3), (A.13)
where μ is the shear modulus of the DEA elastomer, and I1 = λ21 +λ32 +λ23. By substituting
Equation A.12 into Equation A.13,Ustrain is obtained as
Ustrain =Vol ·W (θ)=Vol · μ
2
(I1(θ)−3),
I1(θ)= {λ1(θ)}2+ 1
λ1p
+ λ1p
{λ1(θ)}
2 ,
Vol = l ′Dw ′Dh′D ,
(A.14)
where Vol is the volume of the DEA.
The electrostatic energy of the DEAUelectric is then expressed as
Uelectric(θ)=−
1
2
C (θ)V 2 =−1
2
ε0εr
Ae(θ)
hD (θ)
V 2,
Ae(θ)= le(θ)we = le0λ1(θ)we
λ1p
,
hD (θ)= h′Dλ3(θ)=
h′D
√
λ1p
λ1(θ)
,
(A.15)
where C is the capacitance of the DEA, ε0 the permittivity of free space, εr the relative per-
mittivity of the elastomer, V the DEA applied voltage, and Ae, le, and we are the area, the
length and the width of the electrode, respectively. le0 is the initial length of the electrode,
which corresponds to the dimension when the actuator is ﬂat. Uelectric is negative as the
voltage-controlled case is considered [272].
As all the energiesUbending,Ustrain, andUelectric are functions of θ, Equation A.1 becomes a
differentiation ofUtot with respect to θ, that is:
dUstrain
dθ
+ dUelectric
dθ
+ dUbending
dθ
= 0. (A.16)
Differentiation of Equations A.3, A.14, and A.15 with respect to θ gives each term in Equa-
tion A.16. Solving Equation A.16 ﬁnds θ as a function of the applied voltage V .
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Figure A.2 – Bending angle of actuators without LMPA as a function of the DEA applied voltage
for different DEA pre-stretch. Two types of experimental samples are measured: one has
pre-stretch of 1.1 (p1.1), and the other has 1.2 (p1.2). The inset shows the actuator with pre-
stretch of 1,1. The model shows good agreement, especially the presence of the electrodes is
considered. 6 samples are measured for each type, and their average is reported.
Figure A.2 plots a comparison between the model and a set of experimental data of actua-
tors without LMPA (i.e., with a pure silicone substrate), on the bending angle as a function
of the DEA applied voltage. In the experimental data, two types of actuator samples are
measured: one has pre-stretch of 1.1, and the other has pre-stretch of 1.2. The inset in this
ﬁgure shows the actuator with pre-stretch of 1.1. The model shows good agreement to the
measured data. We next implement the presence of the electrodes in the model. In this case,
Equation A.2 becomes
Utot =Ustrain+Uelectric+Ubending+Ustrain_electrode, (A.17)
where the electrodes aremodeled as passive layers creating another strain energyUstrain_electrode,
and assumed that their deformation during the actuation follows the length of the DEA lD (θ).
Ustrain_electrode = 2Vole ·We(θ)=Vole ·μe(Ie1(θ)−3),
Ie1(θ)= {λe1(θ)}2+λe22+ {λe3(θ)}2 ,
λe1(θ)= λ1(θ)
λp1
, λe2 = 1, λe3(θ)= 1
λe1(θ)
,
Vole = le0λe1(θ)wehe0λe3(θ),
(A.18)
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Figure A.3 – Reaction force of an LMPA substrate as a function of the forced displacement for
(a) the soft and (b) rigid states. For the experimental data in the soft state, the LMPA substrate
shows a small reaction force due to a high compliance of the structure. There is signiﬁcant
difference between the measured data and the model prediction. For the experimental data
in the rigid state, the LMPA substrate shows a large reaction force thanks to a high structural
rigidity. The model shows good agreement to the data. For every characterization result, one
LMPA substrate is measured 3 times and the average is taken.
where λe1(θ), λe2, and λe3(θ) are the stretch ratios of the electrodes, Vole the volume of the
electrodes, and he0 is the initial thickness.
The model prediction with electrodes is shown in Figure A.2. The prediction is more close
to the measured data compared to the model without electrodes, in terms of the initial angle
(i.e., no applied voltage) and the actuation stroke angle. Table A.1 summarizes the parameters
used for the models.
We have observed that when the substrate has the LMPA channels (VSDEA), the model
prediction for the soft state shows a large difference on the initial angle and the actuation
stroke angle, compared to that of the real actuators. This may be resulted from the fact that
the LMPA channels in the liquid phase resist to the bending of the entire substrate. Figure A.3
shows the reaction force of a ﬂat LMPA substrate as a function of the forced displacement
for the soft and rigid states. The reaction force FR is calculated as a point force acting on a
cantilever, based on the Euler beam bending equations [329], that is:
FR = 3EIs
l ′s
3 x, (A.19)
where l ′s is the effective length of the LMPA (distance between the ﬁxed boundary and the
point force), and x is the forced displacement.
In the soft state (Figure A.3(a)), the LMPA substrate exhibits signiﬁcantly larger reaction
force compared to the calculation result, while the rigid state (Figure A.3(b)) shows good agree-
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Table A.1 – Model parameters of the actuators without LMPA
Parameter Value
Dimensions
DEA
Length after pre-stretch l ′D 27 mm
*1
Width after pre-stretch w ′D 10 mm
Thickness after pre-stretch h′D 42.5 μm
DEA electrode
Initial length le0 26 mm*1
Width we 8 mm
Initial thickness he0 2 μm*2
Substrate
Length ls 27 mm*1
Width ws 10 mm
Thickness hs 1 mm
Material property
DEA elastomer (NuSil Technology, CF19-2186)
Relative permittivity εr 2.8 [233, 243]
Shear modulus μ 0.28 MPa [126]
DEA electrode
Shear modulus μe 0.64 MPa [126]
Substrate (Bluestar, Silbione LSR 4305)
Elastic modulus Esilicone 0.2 MPa [126]
Other parameter
Pre-stretch ratio λ1p 1.1, 1.2
Permittivity of free space ε0 8.85 × 10−12 F/m
*1 Values are effective length from ﬁxing part.
*2 Medium value of reported thickness 1-4 μm [125, 126].
ment. This means that, in the soft state, the liquid phase LMPA adds a rigidity (mechanical
resistance to the bending of the substrate), and can not be considered as the silicone matrix
(as assumed in Equation A.5). The bending of the substrate may be happening in the way
changing the volume of the LMPA ﬁlled channels. The volume change of the channels (i.e.,
the bending) is prevented by the liquid phase LMPA which is incompressible. Therefore, for
accurate prediction of the actuation behavior of VSDEA in the soft state, the actuator model
requires further consideration of the LMPA in the liquid phase, and is omitted from discussion
in Chapter 5. Table A.2 summarizes the parameters used for the reaction force calculation.
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Table A.2 – Parameters used for the reaction force calculation
Parameter Value
Dimensions
LMPA Substrate
Length l ′s 25 mm*
Width ws 10 mm
LMPA channel width wj 0.45 mm
Number of channels N 8
Thickness of layer 1 (silicone) h1 0.4 mm
Thickness of layer 2 (LMPA) h2 0.35 mm
Thickness of layer 3 (silicone) h3 0.4 mm
Material property
Substrate (Bluestar, Silbione LSR 4305)
Elastic modulus Esilicone 0.2 MPa [126]
LMPA (HiTech Alloys, Cerrolow 117)
Elastic modulus ELMPA 3.0 GPa [269]
* Value is effective length (distance between the ﬁxed boundary
and the point force).
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DEA design
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Figure B.1 – Measured capacitance as a function of the bending angle.
In the DEA design for the two-ﬁnger soft gripper presented in Section 6.4, the larger percent-
age change in capacitance of the device enables self-sensing of the bending angle. We measure
the capacitance of the simpliﬁed devices used in the characterization described in Section
6.6.3. The samples are wired in the same way as the gripper conﬁguration (Figure 6.1(b)),
where a LCR meter (Agilent E4980A) is used to measure capacitive changes. The structure
is passively bent in two directions using a manual linear stage while the bending angle θ is
measured with a CMOS camera (Point Grey, FMVU-13S2C). Figure B.1 plots the measured
capacitance as a function of the bending angle. The outline colors of the insets correspond
to the positive or the negative bending angle which are shown in the corresponding color
domains. Due to different thicknesses in the passive layers (50 μm and 400 μm), the devices
show capacitance change in two bending directions up to ± 150 ◦. In this measurement, 4
samples are measured 3 times each and their average is taken. The average capacitance at 0 ◦
is 39.9 pF.
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C Fabrication of Water-Filled Thin Mem-
brane Balloon
Figure C.1 – Fabricated water-ﬁlled thin membrane balloon. The twisted part can be seen on
the top.
A soft silicone membrane (Bluestar, Silbione LSR 4305, 0.2 MPa elastic modulus [126]) of
thickness 25 μm is produced using the same fabrication process as for the DEA membranes,
and mounted in a Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) circular holding frame using a silicone
adhesive foil (Adhesives Research, ARclear 8932EE) without any pre-stretch. Water was poured
on the membrane, resulting in a bowl shape due to weight of the water. The membrane is
carefully twisted to close the opening, forming a balloon which is sealed using a silicone
glue (Dow Corning, 734 ﬂowable sealant). Figure C.1 shows a fabricated water-ﬁlled thin
membrane balloon.
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D Concept of Foldable Micro Air Vehicle
Foldable antagonistic DEA wing 
Fan shape wing structure
articulated with flexible hinges
Figure D.1 – Schematic of the foldable MAV. The articulated wing consists of the foldable
antagonistic dielectric elastomer actuators, allowing passive folding.
This chapter presents a concept of foldable micro air vehicle (MAV). Figure D.1 shows a
schematic of the foldable MAV that has articulated wing composed of the foldable antagonistic
dielectric elastomer actuators presented in Chapter 4. The articulated wing structure allows
passive folding along the spanwise direction.
The articulated pattern is designed to mimic the folding mechanism of bird wing, as shown
in Figure D.2. This bio-mimetic wing folding is similar to DALER, which uses the folding for
multi-modal locomotion [229]. What differs from the study is that the wing presented here is
active. As shown in Figure D.3, partial activation of the distributed DEAs on the articulated
pattern enables bending and twisting of the wing, allowing control of the MAV in roll and pitch
axes.
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Figure D.2 – Folding mechanism of the wing.* The articulated pattern mimics the folding
mechanism of bird wing.
Active
Active
Roll control strategy
Pitch control strategy
Figure D.3 – Control strategy of the foldable MAV. The wing has the active regions to generate
roll and pitch motions separately. Roll motion is achieved by pure bending actuation of the
wing. Pitch motion is achieved by twist actuation.
Main concern on the foldable MAV is the ﬂexibility of the wing, which will result in different
wing deﬂection with the ﬂight speed. Large wing deﬂections may lead to insufﬁcient lift
force. A calculation represented in Figure D.4 suggests that a desired deﬂection of the wing
to produce the lift force (e.g., ﬂat shape) can be achieved by biasing pre-stretch and applied
voltage of the DEAs on upper and bottom sides. Figure D.5 shows a proposed control system
for the MAV, and Figure D.6 is a set of other conceptual schematics.
*The schematic on the right side is adopted from: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Birdwing.svg.
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Flight speed 7.5 m/s w gravity
Wing span 400 mm
Figure D.4 – Wing shape control with biased DEA applied voltage. The DEAs on upper and
bottom sides have different pre-stretch so that the wing can sustain a ﬂat shape at no applied
voltage, against a ﬁxed ﬂight speed.
Battery
Lipo 2 cell 135-350 mAh
13.2 g -24.6 g
Micro controller
Arduino Pro Mini 1 g 
Motor controller
XP-7A 1.4 g 
IMU with GPS
11 DOF 5.4 g 
Motor
AP-05 5.4 g 
DC/DC converter
EMCO AG50 5 g 
DC/DC converter
EMCO AG50 5 g 
HV transistor
IXYS A02N450HV 2.5 g
HV transistor
IXYS A02N450HV 2.5 g
HV transistor
IXYS A02N450HV 2.5 g
HV transistor
IXYS A02N450HV 2.5 g
DC/DC converter
EMCO AG50 5 g 
HV transistor
IXYS A02N450HV 2.5 g
HV transistor
IXYS A02N450HV 2.5 g
Data logger
Openlog 2.5 g 
R/C receiver
R6004FF 3.6 g 
Roll control (upper side DEA)
Roll control
(lower side DEA)
Pitch control (upper side DEA)
Pitch control
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Speed meter
Figure D.5 – Control system of the MAV. A set of DC/DC converters and high-voltage transistors
activate the active wing regions separately.
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Figure D.6 – Other conceptual schematics of foldable MAV. The body has a role to protect the
motor and hold the wing in the folded state.
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